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Abstract
Evacuation systems in steelmaking plants contribute to the secu-
rity of the operators around the furnace and help to gain the emis-
sion levels stated in the environmental regulations, furthermore
play a major role in the mass and heat balance of the factory. The
aim of the dissertation is to study both primary and secondary
emission capture systems of an electric arc furnace steelmaking
plant by means of 3D computational thermal fluid dynamics cal-
culations.
The overall performance of the post-combustion chamber, and con-
sequently the primary line, is controlled by the size of the gap
downstream the fourth hole of an electric are furnace. The impact
of the opening coefficient (ratio between the gap area and the to-
tal area) on the post-combustion chamber performance has been
investigated by means of a comprehensive 3D steady CFD simu-
lation comprising radiative heat exchanges and detailed chemical
reactions. It was found that there is not a unique value of the
opening coefficient capable of optimizing all the relevant quanti-
ties of the evacuation process. A value of the opening coefficient in
the range 0.40−0.52 appears advisable. The impact of the (mostly
unknown) boundary conditions was also assessed and inefficiencies
of the assumed post-combustion geometry have been highlighted.
iii
The secondary line’s capturing efficiency during the charging phase
was simulated with both transient and steady-state solvers with
different turbulent models, namely the standard κ-ε and the Large
Eddy Simulation models. The results revealed that steady-state
simulations provide sufficient information for designing and opti-
mizing the geometry of the secondary capture system. The sim-
ulations also pointed out several geometries, which cause signif-
icant pressure drop and ,as a result, diminish capturing ability
of the canopy hood and the additional evacuation system. The
boundary conditions were imposed with the help of experimental
measurements in the simulated steelmaking factory.
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Chapter 1
Steelmaking by electric arc
furnace
Steel has most probably the widest applicability due to its versatile nature.
The variation of alloy components allows using it in wide range of every day
life. Steel sector plays a dominant role in Europe’s economy. The EU-27
produced the 15 % of the world’s steel in 2008 [1].
The production of the steel is carried out in more process stages and can be
made from either raw materials (e.g. direct reduced iron (DRI)) or recycled
scrap metals. Raw materials and scrap metals contain high amount of carbon
and the concentration of other elements (Si, P, S etc.) are also elevated,
which is unsought in many fields of steel application. Steelmaking could be
roughly defined as: removing of undesirable impurities produced in blast
furnace or smelting and refining of scrap (and other forms of) iron in a
melting furnace.
Steelmaking with electric arc furnace (EAF) became an extensively used
method in the last forty years due to its efficiency and technical advances.
In 2005, the 33 % of global steel production was melted in EAFs. This
percentage is even higher in the EU, where 41.8 % of steel is produced in
3
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EAFs.
The operation of the EAF is a batch process, which can be divided into six
main stages, namely the charging, the melting, the refining, the deslagging,
the tapping and the furnace turnaround. The whole operating cycle is called
as tap-to-tap cycle.
The tap-to-tap cycle is initiated with the charging period, when the roof
of the EAF is opened and the crane lifts a filled basket over the furnace.
The basket is filled with scrap metal and additives (lime, dolomitic lime) for
enhancing slag formation. When the operator opens the basket, the scrap
and the additives fall into the furnace, which contains liquid steel (this is
also called hot heel). The organic content of the scrap burns immediately
and resulting fire plume that is released into the factory’s ambient. The
charging period may be repeated within one production cycle, depending on
the furnace dimensions and the density of the scrap.
After the crane is moved away and the furnace is closed the melting period
is started with the immersion of the graphite electrodes. The electrodes are
slowly moving downwards as the solid scrap is being melted by the heat
of the electric arcs. The applied voltage is lower at the beginning of the
meltdown, to prevent the furnace’s roof and sidewalls from electric strikes.
To accelerate the melting process, new furnaces are set up with oxy-fuel
burners and oxygen lances. Therefore the required energy for the melting
is supplied by electrical and chemical energy as well. The oxidation of the
organic and inorganic components in the scrap and the activated burners
lead to high gas load inside the furnace. After the melting is accomplished
a second charging may start.
When the amount of the molten steel meets the requirements, the refining
period begins. This period can be roughly defined as the fine tuning of
steel’s component. This is achieved by the removal of carbon and further
inorganic impurities, such as phosphorus, sulfur, silicon, manganese, alu-
5Figure 1.1: Simplified EAF geometry
minum, chromium etc. The oxidation of these elements is carried out by the
oxygen lances. The oxidized elements are risen and enter the slag phase,
which floats on the surface of the molten steel. This phase consists of the
oxides of the impurities and slag former materials (CaO, MgO).
Once the impurities are removed from the steel, their separation is carried
out during the deslagging phase, when the furnace is tilted and the slag is
poured out through the slag door.
If the composition of the steel and its temperature reach the desired level,
the furnace is tilted and the molten steel is poured into the preheated la-
dle through the tapping hole. Until the next charging is being started, the
roof of the furnace is opened and the necessary repairs of the refractory line
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and water-cooled panels are made. This period is referred as the furnace
turnaround.
As it can be seen, during each step of the steel production gas and fume
generation are always presented. To enhance the overall efficiency of the
production and maintain safe working environment the capture and with-
drawn of these gases are substantial. In the next section, the sources of the
emissions and evacuation systems are presented in detail.
1.1 Emissions and evacuation systems
Apparently, during each phases of normal EAF operation emission of fumes
and gases is presented and can be divided into primary and secondary emis-
sions.
Primary emissions are related to the melting and refining periods and repre-
sent 95 % of total emission [2], while secondary emissions are those that are
emitted during charging and tapping period. The escaped fumes from the
EAF (from the electrode ports and from the roof ring due to the imperfect
sealing) also contribute for the secondary emissions. The primary and sec-
ondary emissions contain metal particles, organic materials and the oxides
of nitrogen and sulfur. The composition and the quantity highly depend on
the scrap’s quality [3], which cannot be strictly known.
Early EAFs were operated without any emission system. As the ambient
work environment around the furnace became essential for controlling the
processes, the evacuation system went through a remarkable development.
Nowadays, the most popular evacuation system (42 % of the EAF in the
EU [4]) consists of fourth hole evacuation and canopy hood. The following
chapters are dedicated to show the evolution of the evacuation systems for
both primary and secondary emissions.
1.1. EMISSIONS AND EVACUATION SYSTEMS 7
Figure 1.2: Flow sheet of the evacuation system in Electric Arc Furnace steelmaking
plant.
1.1.1 Primary line
As it has been mentioned, emission control systems went through remarkable
progress, which was catalyzed by the rigorous environmental regulations.
Consequently, the aim of the emission control became not only to capture
solid particles but also collect toxic gases and recover heat. The develop-
ment was started with roof mounted type furnace hoods, which could be
mounted for stationary furnace hoods. However, in case of larger diameter
(>5 metres) this could not be established.
The different configurations of hood evacuation system are depicted in Fig-
ure 1.3. The side draft hood (a) collects the fume that exits on the electrodes
ports and occasionally from slag door. However, it can be operated at low
discharge; fumes can escape from the roof ring. This can be handled with
the help of full roof type hoods (b,c) which are less expensive, however suf-
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Figure 1.3: Hood configurations: (a) side draft, (b) full roof, (c) Pangborn modified full
roof, (d) close fitting, (e) mobile canopy, (f) snorkel system.
fer from several disadvantages. The close fitting hood (d) provides excellent
evacuation, however it makes hard to access the roof and can be applied
only for small furnaces. Mobile canopy hood can be mounted in case of very
small furnaces (< 10 tons capacity).
The snorkel system (f) evacuates the furnace through a water-cooled el-
bow, which is connected to the fourth hole that is placed on the furnace’s
roof. There is a gap between the snorkel and the elbow, which allows mixing
ambient air into the system. The oxygen content of the air oxidizes the com-
bustible gases.This system is also called Direct Evacuation System (DES) or
fourth hole system and is the most commonly used configuration for modern
emission control.
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1.1.1.1 Direct Evacuation System
The typical DES composed by the fourth hole, post-combustion chamber
(PCC), cooling apparatus, the system ducts, baghouse and the fans. The
purposes of the off-gas handling are the collection of particles, the oxidation
of combustible components and the cooling of the gases.
However, the 96 % of the dust particles is PM10, the distribution of the par-
ticles’ diameter spans three orders of magnitude [5], therefore the collection
of solid particles is usually carried out in more steps. First, the larger par-
ticles are collected by sedimentation in the PCC, which forces the off-gases
for abrupt change of direction. The finer particles are collected by plastic
filters, which are placed in the baghouse (Figure 1.2) or by electro-static
sedimentation. The main advantages of the DES are the high efficiency, the
lowest off-take volume, the minimal space requirement and it also deals with
the issues of CO, H2 and VOC combustion.
1.1.1.1.1 Post-combustion chamber
In the EAF carbon monoxide and hydrogen are both presented at each step
of the production, however the generation rate of these combustible gases
during the melting phase is the highest, since the main source is the organic
compounds of the charged material and the oxygen lances. Despite the mod-
ern oxygen injection system, oxygen deficiency occurs in the furnace [6] that
inhibits the complete oxidation of carbon to carbon dioxide.
The combustion of carbon monoxide and hydrogen are highly exothermic
(∆HCO = −283 kJ/mol, ∆HH2 = −286 kJ/mol [7]), therefore the oxida-
tion of these gases can enhance the overall efficiency [8]. If it was mainly
burnt in the furnace free-board the heat could be recovered within the fur-
nace which is desirable. Although the efficiency was very high (the surface
of the scrap metal is high, hence the heat transfer is outstanding) the carbon
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monoxide content in the exiting gases could diminish below the flammability
limit and the rest could not be burnt at the combustion gap. Furthermore,
if the temperature remains high, the generated carbon dioxide would dis-
sociate to carbon monoxide and oxygen, which would form dioxins in the
downstream of the off-gas system. Consequently, the carbon monoxide and
dioxin content of the off-gases were high.
To solve these issues, a combustion chamber is connected to the furnace
(Figure 1.1), which is followed by a water spray cooler (Figure 1.2). These
devices ensure the low concentration of carbon monoxide and the low tem-
perature of the off-gases.
1.1.2 Secondary line
Initially, rudimentary and insufficient canopy hoods captured the secondary
emissions. Nowadays, modern and sophisticated systems are designed to
provide sufficient discharge, which is typically four, six times larger than the
discharge of the DES. The goal of the secondary evacuation system is to
maintain the safety of the working ambient by capturing and withdrawing
the secondary emissions efficiently. The main load arises for the secondary
evacuation system during those processes, when the furnace is opened and/or
the filled ladle is presented.
Information about the secondary emissions is limited but the charging def-
initely provides the largest load. The evacuation of the fire plume, which
is generated during the charging (see section 1), calls for large discharge
and high capturing efficiency. The secondary emissions contain 0.3− 1 kg/t
liquid steel (LS) and 0.2 − 0.3 kg/t LS solid particles during charging and
tapping [2], respectively. The dust load during melting and refining is also
considerable due to the leakage of fumes from the furnace and varies be-
tween 0.5 kg/t LS and 2 kg/t LS [9]. The exact composition and amount are
hard to be evaluated, since the primary and the secondary line are always
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connected and the emissions are after-treated together [10].
There are three main type of secondary capture systems. These are the
canopy hood, the furnace enclosure (doghouse) and the enclosed melt shop.
1.1.2.1 Canopy hood
Originally, canopy hoods were mounted on the roof level for capturing pri-
mary emissions. As the productivity of the EAFs were increased, the need for
collecting the secondary emissions during charging and tapping was arisen.
The application of the canopy hood for this purpose is convenient, since it
does not detain the operation of the furnace and the movement of the crane.
The efficiency and capturing ability of the canopy hoods are highly influ-
enced by the design of the canopy and the involved surroundings, i.e., crane
and basket dimensions and positions. Errant drafts have also great impact
on the capturing efficiency; i.e., the presence of cross drafts in the factory
due to opened doors and natural convection generated by heat sources (filled
ladle) diminishes the efficiency and capability of the canopy hood to capture
the secondary emissions.
The early canopy hood designs were only capable to collect the generated fie
plume during the charging at an enormous high price of discharge. There-
fore, the so-called deep storage canopy hood was applied to deal with the
sudden heat and fume release (Figure 1.4).
Figure 1.4: Deep storage and conventional canopy hood layouts.
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The success of this design lies in the temporary storage of the fume. This
type of canopy hood has five to ten times larger volume than the conven-
tional, which gives the opportunity to store the emitted fumes temporary
and the extraction time can be extended. The temporary storage gives the
opportunity to apply lower discharge with higher efficiency.
The risk that arises when deep storage canopy hood is applied that the rising
warm fumes’ residence time is too long in the canopy hood and cool down.
This leads to the recirculation of the fumes and the fine particles descend to
the working area. This is usually avoided with necessarily large discharge
and with deflection walls inside the canopy hood. Nowadays, 22 factories out
of the 51 in the EU apply canopy hood for withdrawing secondary emissions
[4].
1.1.2.2 Enclosed furnace
This type of capture system is a closed volume placed on the operating
floor surrounding the EAF. It is usually referred as doghouse (Figure 1.5),
which provides excellent fume collection. The required discharge for suffi-
cient capture is significantly lower than used for other configurations and it
can results 10− 15 kWh/t of saving [11]. Furthermore, due to the isolation
of the furnace, considerable 10 − 25 dB [12] reduce in noise level can be
measured. Modern enclosed furnaces are also evacuated through the fourth
hole.
The main disadvantages concern the accessibility of the furnace, which leads
to longer charging period and lower productivity. In the EU, 9 plants apply
this type of evacuation system[4].
1.1.2.3 Enclosed meltshop
The enclosed meltshop is an alternative furnace enclosure when the whole
meltshop is closed and evacuated. Evidently, in this case the evacuation
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Figure 1.5: Schematic layout of the enclosed furnace (left) and the enclosed meltshop
(right).
discharge must be much larger than for a canopy/DES configuration. Fur-
thermore, the risk of inadequate extraction is the high ambient temperature
and solid particles’ sedimentation that makes the working conditions un-
acceptable. To prevent this event, the meltshop is planned to be compact
sized, which gives just enough space for the EAF to be served. This result-
ing an isolated furnace and every other operations are separated; i.e., scrap
baskets are transported into the enclosed volume by transferring trains, ladle
is moved away under the furnace by a transfer car, slag is collected in slag
pots which are removed using pot haulers through a dedicated doorway. In
the EU, 13 EAFs are supplied by this kind of dust collection system [4] and
providing improved fume control for EAF operation.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Simulation of steelmaking processes
The energy and exergy consumption of steelmaking is demanding and the
amount of the emitted materials is also enormous. The iron and steel indus-
try is the largest industrial energy consumer and the average specific energy
consumption is 1.8GJ/t LS [4], which resulting the second highest cost ele-
ment after employee costs. Consequently, tiny enhancement of the efficiency
can benefit large energy and material savings. For this reason, steelmaking
has been frequently improved and optimized. This has been done both by
experimental and theoretical investigations.
Experimental investigations in the steel industry can be very expensive (be-
cause of the possible factory’s outage) and hard to carry out (or even im-
possible) with reliable accuracy due to the harsh environment (high temper-
ature, toxic gases etc.). However several experiments were done to enhance
productivity, the spectrum of theoretical studies is very broad in many field
of steelmaking.
One of the main field of simulations is to have a complete mass and heat
balance of the EAF [13, 14] to predict the necessary amount of additives and
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the energy requirement. The thermodynamics and kinetics of the reactions
have key importance in the final compound of the molten steel. More phases
are presented, therefore, to assist chemical reactions more agitating mixing
is required, while the mixing is less effective compared to oxygen steelmak-
ing [15]. Consequently, the reactions are far from equilibrium, which makes
the calculations even more difficult.
There can be also found several examples for both analytical and numerical
studies, which were created for studying the primary and secondary emis-
sions and capture systems. J. H. Flux [16] presented the designing and the
sizing of canopy hoods in four melting shops that are based on measurement
trials and laboratory scaled experimental models. The importance of aux-
iliary evacuation system is highlighted by the Author. Bekker et al. [17]
proposed a comprehensive predictive control of EAF off-gas release, which
is based on the analytical simulation of the time dependent heat and mass
balance of the electric arc furnace. Kirschen et al. [18] proposed an an-
alytical model of the EAF dedusting system that was used to investigate
the influence of the dedusting system on the EAF operation and to min-
imize the energy consumption. Their model’s results compared favorably
with their experimental measurements. Their studies were focused on the
primary line and it was shown by the Authors that the maximum efficiency
of post-combustion is in the range 0.5−2 of the ratio of the fresh air volume
(QAIR) over the hot fumes volume (QEAF ); in addition, the maximum ther-
mal efficiency was obtained at near stoichiometric combustion of the EAF
hot fumes, that is QAIR/QEAF = 1.4 for the studied furnace.
Analytical model was proposed by Camdali et al. [19] to predict the heat
loss of liquid steel in ladles by various heat transport mechanisms. The heat
loss was calculated in terms of conduction, convection and radiation from
the outer surfaces of an industrial ladle furnace with a capacity of 55− 57 t
LS. They also proposed solutions to reduce the heat loss.
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Bisio et al. [20] presented a case study about the heat transfer in an ultra
high power EAF and examined the exergy and energy flows. In their studies,
they pointed out the importance of the heat recovery; i.e. when the enthalpy
of the slag and the cooling water was recovered the energy efficiency reached
81 %, whereas without recover it was only 73 %.
Camdali et al. (2001) [21] proposed the thermodynamic analysis of a ladle
furnace. The exergy efficiency of the studied ladle was found to be 50 %.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations are being increasingly
used in the development of the steelmaking processes [22], since the capabil-
ities of commercial codes and computers have developed dramatically and
the simulation of complex fluid flows became attainable. Recently, Mazud-
mar and Evans [23] published a book which is dedicated to the modelling
strategies in the field of steelmaking, while a chapter presents the capabili-
ties of CFD applications in steelmaking processes.
One of the main focus of the CFD simulations in the field of steelmaking
is the stirring of the molten steel in the furnace and in the ladle. Gittler
et al. [22] showed a 3D liquid steel flow in a vessel in which bottom and
side blowing is applied. The configurations of the nozzles were optimized
and a shorter process time was achieved. In their paper the secondary evac-
uation system and the off-gas mixing device were also simulated by means
of CFD to enhance the withdraw efficiency. The RANS turbulence models
were closed by κ-ε equations (both standard and RNG) and ideal gas law
was used to treat the buoyant forces, however the radiation heat transfer
was neglected.
Laux et al. [24] studied the alloying process during steel tapping from EAF
by CFD calculations. The results of 3D and 2D axisymmetric simulations
were compared favorably. The optimization of the process was carried out
and some idea was given to improve the performance of the alloying process.
Pirker and co-workers [25] simulated numerically a nitrogen stirred vessel in
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3D and studied a new desulfurization technology. To enhance the reaction,
which is controlled by transport mechanisms, the position of the stirring
plugs and the gas flow rate were optimized.
S. T. Johansen [26] provided examples about the numerical simulations of
multiphase flows in metallurgical processes. One of his interest was the
bottom supersonic gas injector in ladles for metal treatment. The 2D nu-
merical simulation is focused on the expansion of the bubbles immediately
after the detachment from the nozzle, which causes refractory erosion. The
gas entrainment during the tapping of steel into ladles was also simulated in
2D to evaluate the quantity of the dissolved nitrogen and the flow pattern.
The Author highlighted that for more reasonable results 3D simulation is
required. The tapping was also successfully simulated in a 2D manner and
gave a possible solution to prevent the ”blows-out” which is a potential risk
for the operators.
Magneto-hydrodynamics simulation of an electro-slag remelting ladle was
proposed by Kharicha et al. [27]. The effect of the imposed DC current and
the mould diameter on the interface was studied and the Authors observed
that the slag/steel interface is far to be flat except in special circumstances.
The fluid flow and heat transfer in the tundish and mould during continuous
casting has been frequently investigated in the last decade. Chattopadhyay
et al. [28, 29] reviewed a variety of CFD simulation in the field of steelmak-
ing. Different turbulence models were compared to simulate the flow field
in tundish and mould. They concluded, that even though the difference
between the predicted velocity fields by standard κ-ε and RNG κ-ε is van-
ishing, the turbulent quantities differ significantly. For simulating swirling
motions, the RNG κ-ε found to be more appropriate [30]. A. Marcandalli
et. al [31] proposed a numerical model to investigate the crucial parameters
during continuous casting. The model is validated by experimental measure-
ments and gives prediction about the optimal casting parameters. On the
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base of this thermo-mechanical model Mapelli et al. [32] proposed a novel
mould geometry to improve the heat transfer, and as a result, the quality
of square cast billets is improved by a significant decrease of crack number
and size.
Y. Li and R. J. Fruehan [33] was simulated the post-combustion within the
furnace free board by 3D CFD calculations to get a deep insight on the pro-
cess. During their simulations, the radiative heat transfer and the de-post
combustion was also taken into account. In their model the de-post combus-
tion was the gas/solid interfacial reaction between carbon dioxide and carbon
(Cs +COg2 = 2CO) that always present in the liquid steel, in the scrap piles
and in the electrodes. The radiation was found to be the main heat transfer
mechanism. Their studies also proved, that the heat is mainly transferred
to the furnace wall by radiation when flat-bath was assumed. The heat
transfer efficiency was significantly improved, when low-temperature scrap
pile existed on the bath’s surface. Their studies also revealed that the heat
transfer efficiency and the post-combustion rate were reduced by false air
ingress from the slag door.
The NOx formation within the furnace’s free board was numerically simu-
lated by Chan et al. [34]. The simulations involved the models of turbulence,
radiation, combustion reactions and NOx formation. The turbulence was
modeled by standard κ-ε and the Eddy Dissipation Concept (see section
3.1.4) was applied to implement the reactions into turbulent fluid flow. The
chemical model was relied on seven species and four, reduced reaction mech-
anisms to investigate the combustion of methane and carbon monoxide. The
radiative heat transfer was estimated with the P-1 model and the absorben-
cies were predicted by the weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model (WSGGM).
The Authors deduced, that higher exhaust flow rate leads to lower carbon
monoxide content in the off-gas, meanwhile the NOx content increases in
the withdrawn off-gases.
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The CFD simulation of each steelmaking processes is demanding, due to
the complex nature of the presenting fluid flow. The simulated domains can
rarely simplified to axisymmetric 2D models that leads to higher computa-
tional cost. The temperature differences are high, therefore buoyant flows
are presented and the heat transport by radiation is also remarkable. There-
fore appropriate turbulence and radiation models must be applied.
2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFD is a powerful numerical approach that is becoming widely used to
simulate many processes in the field of steel and iron making. Recent pro-
gressions in the rate of the computer processors and the reduction of the
costs of commercial CFD codes made the CFD as a possible technique to
provide effective and efficient design solutions.
The CFD was developed from the accomplishments of the pioneers’ [35, 36]
efforts invested into the study of the fluid motions in order to develop nu-
merical techniques for various fluid flows. The evolution of CFD has been
so intensive that nowadays it is used as commonly as experimental and an-
alytical modelling approaches. Moreover, CFD overshadows experimental
measurements due to the high cost and time consumption to achieve fine
detailed results.
The simulation of the fumes evacuation (both primary and secondary line)
is thermal fluid study. 3D CFD calculation was applied, which provides the
numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations that convey the conserva-
tion of mass, momentum and energy for both laminar and turbulent flows.
For turbulent fluid flow, this can be done by direct numerical simulation
(DNS), Large Eddy simulation (LES) and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
simulation (RANS).
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The simulation of the primary line (section 1.1.1) involves chemical reac-
tions; i.e. the combustion of the carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The
mixture of these gases are called the synthesis gas (syngas), and the simu-
lation of its combustion has been investigated by several researchers. Due
to the exothermic reactions, the temperature in the PCC is high, therefore
radiative heat transfer dominates.
2.2.1 Turbulence simulation
Turbulent flows consist of eddies with wide range of length and times scales.
The DNS solves the Navier-Stokes equations for the whole spectrum of tur-
bulent scales. Although, it provides the most accurate results, its applicabil-
ity is limited to the low-Reynolds number flows and simple geometry, since
the computational cost growth with the Re number to the power of three
over four. Consequently, engineering problems cannot be solved by DNS.
To overcome this problem, the LES approach filters the time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations, i.e. the large eddies are solved directly, meanwhile
the small eddies are modeled. Unfortunately, the filtering operation intro-
duces sub-grid scales, which are unknown quantities and require modelling
to accomplish closure.
Computationally least expensive, consequently the most widely used ap-
proach for industrial problems, solution for the Navier-Stokes equations is
the RANS models. These equations apply time and spatial averaging op-
erators that also imply new unknown quantities. To obtain the closure,
plenty turbulence models were developed from the simple algebraic mod-
els to the sophisticated two-equations models. The main advantage of the
RANS models is the exceptionally great ratio of accuracy and CPU time in
case of high-Reynolds number flows. Unfortunately, the averaging (in both
time and space) poses the uncertainty for unsteady simulations, therefore it
is limited for steady problems.
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The fire plume, generated by the charging, is clearly turbulent and there has
been many published paper about its numerical simulation. The structure
of the fire, that generated during charging, can be divided into well-defined
zones [37]. These are listed vertical order started form the down-most:
- the fuel itself;
- above the fuel a conical zone, which is formed by the unburned fuel vapors;
- luminous flame;
- a further combustion region, which is turbulent;
- the non-reacting buoyant plume.
Several studies [38, 39] are based on the standard κ-ε (see section 3.1.2)
turbulence model or its modified version, the κ-ε-g model [40, 41].
It has been shown that standard κ-ε model overestimates the temperature
in the middle of the fire plume and consequently underestimates the width
of the plume [42]. There also have been researchers [43], who modified the
turbulent viscosity coefficient ct and the effective Prandtl number σh of the
standard κ-ε, which lead to 2 % improvement. In their studies they simulated
pure thermal plume, without any chemistry/combustion model involved.
The uncertainty of the standard κ-ε for simulating the fire plume is caused
by one of its biggest drawback ; i.e., it assumes isotropic turbulence field and
the anisotropic nature of the buoyant fire plume is clear. Therefore, several
studies were also applied the LES turbulence model.
Wang et al. [44] applied the LES model to simulate pure buoyant fire plumes
with heat release rates from 14 to 58 kW and compared their results to ex-
perimental data based on the measurements of McCaffrey [45]. The Authors
found good agreement between the numerical and experimental results for
mean temperature and velocity, flame height and entrainment rates. Strict
energy conservation was also found, which shows that the model performs
well for small-scale fire plumes. It is also denoted, that in case of large-scale
fires the sub-grid scale kinetic energy modelling is essential for reliable pre-
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diction.
Stockwell et al. [46] simulated non-premixed combustion in a regenerative
furnace. Thirteen cases were employed with different models and compared
the results against experimental measurements. Two κ-ε model, the stan-
dard and the RNG, and the Reynold stress model was applied for modelling
turbulence. It was shown, that the different turbulence models do not in-
fluence the results significantly. In their studies, the effect of the standard
and the non-equilibrium wall functions on the results were compared and
found to be vanishing. The influence of different radiation models was also
investigated by the Authors and will be shown in section 2.2.3.
2.2.2 Turbulent combustion in CFD
After the gained successes in the application of different turbulence models
for engineering problems, the hunger to solve turbulent combustion arose,
which led to several upcoming problem that must be solved. The simulation
of turbulent combustion was catalyzed by the wish to use the fossil fuels
more and more efficiently and environmentally acceptable.
It is well known that combustion requires the molecular mixing of fuel
and oxidizer, which depends on the turbulent mixing processes. During
eddy break-up process, the large eddies decompose to form smaller eddies,
while the strain and shear increase thus the concentration gradients become
steeper that enhances the molecular interdiffusion.
The accurate simulation of non-premixed turbulent combustion calls for the
simultaneous modelling of both mixing and the relevant chemical reactions
[55]. In turbulent combusting flow, the temperature, the density and the
concentration of each chemical species vary spatially, furthermore the strong
non-linearity of the chemical kinetics leads to inaccuracies when the reac-
tion rates are based on mean temperature and average species concentration.
The effect of turbulence on the chemical reactions is important to be known
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and several approaches have been proposed for turbulence-chemistry interac-
tions. These approaches can be divided into three main categories, namely
the Probability Density Functions (PDF), the Laminar Flamelet and the
Eddy Break Up based methods.
The PDF method is a statistical approach and has the great advantage,
that treats the chemical source term exactly and shifts the closure prob-
lem to mixing and molecular mixing due to velocity and pressure variation.
The accuracy of the PDF method highly depends on the unclosed terms
[47], which can be solved computationally least expensively by pre-assumed
shaped PDF’s. This can be carried out by β-function or Gaussian func-
tion [48]. If the chemical equilibrium and the Lewis number is Lex = 1
(Lex=thermal diffusivity/mass diffusivity of species x)) are supposed to be
valid, the thermo chemistry can be defined by a conserved scalar quantity,
that is the mixture fraction. This approach gives accurate results for fast
chemistry simulations with low computational cost, if the above-mentioned
assumptions are satisfied.
The Laminar Flamelet approach based on the spatial analysis of the flame
[49]. All the reactions within the flame are assumed to be so fast that the
length scale of the reaction is smaller than the Kolmogorov scale. This
assumption leads to a set of isotropic, one-dimensional laminar flame struc-
tures, which are the so-called flamelets.
The Eddy Break Up methods [50] are based on the comparison of reaction
rates and turbulent mixing levels. Since the model gives fast and robust cal-
culations, this is the most widely used model to handle chemistry-turbulence
interactions. The model valid for fast chemical reactions (Da 1). The en-
hanced version of the model is the Eddy-Dissipation Concept (EDC) [51]
model was developed to be able to incorporate detailed, finite rate chem-
istry. The model’s other main advantage is that it can be both applied for
premixed and non-premixed combustion systems. The inventors found good
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agreement between the simulated and the experimental results.
In the literature several numerical studies can be found, which are based on
the EDC model. It has been applied for hydrogen/air scram-jet combustor
[52]. NOx reduction methods were simulated [53] in coal-fired furnace suc-
cessfully. Giacomazzi et al. [54] simulated a propane/air bluff body flame
with single step reaction mechanism with both RANS and LES turbulence
models.
The importance of detailed reaction kinetics was underlined for methane/
hydrogen/oxygen flame’s simulation in stream cracking furnace [55]. The
study compared the results obtained by detailed reaction mechanism imple-
mented with EDC model and the simplified reaction kinetic implemented
with Finite-Rate/Eddy Dissipation model. It was found that simplified re-
action kinetic model predicts faster fuel oxidation and smaller flame volume.
It was also concluded that the over estimation of the overall burning rate
highly affects the temperature distribution.
Several researchers [56, 57, 58] have illustrated the mechanism of the H2/CO
mixture’s oxidation; Frassoldati et al. [56] presented the detailed mechanism
of 37 reactions and 12 species, and revised the relevant kinetic parameters
of the formation reactions of carbon dioxide; the accuracy of the predicted
final gas compounds with the applied modifications was proved successfully
by experimental measurements.
2.2.3 Radiative heat transfer
The heat transfer by radiation is an electromagnetic radiation mainly in
the infrared region of the light spectrum and it is a unique method of heat
transfer since it does not require medium for energy transport and all the
bodies, which have higher than absolute zero temperature, emit thermal
radiation. The wavelength (or frequency) characterize the emitted electro-
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magnetic waves. The wavelength depends on the temperature of the matter
and in industrial combustion, the most important type of radiation is in-
frared. The intensity is also the function of the temperature and grows with
the fourth power of the body’s temperature, therefore it is clear that the
simulation of combustion (primary line) or the presence of liquid steel (sec-
ondary line) calls for the modelling of radiative heat transport, since this
heat exchange method is predominant.
Uncertainty arises in the radiation modelling due to the strong dependence
on the material’s properties. Four possible things can happen to radiation
incident on a medium: absorption, reflection, transmission or the combina-
tion of these three. These properties mainly determine how much of the
radiation is transferred to and from a medium. This is furtherly compli-
cated by the fact that these radiative properties also vary with pressure,
with temperature, with frequency, with the involved surfaces’ distance and
their inclinations and with the quality of the surfaces.
Several models have been employed describing radiation phenomena in CFD
calculations. Each radiation models has both advantages and disadvan-
tages that limit their application. The importance of radiation model’s ex-
istence in combustion simulations has been underlined by many researchers
[34, 60, 61] with the comparison of the results achieved with different radi-
ation models against adiabatic flame. Ilbas [60] proposed a study of non-
premixed hydrogen and hydro-carbon flames. The used radiation models
were the P-1 and Discrete Ordinates (DO) models. The temperatures and
the structures of the flames were compared to adiabatic flames. The aver-
age temperature difference between adiabatic and non-adiabatic flames was
∼ 1100K, however close to the burner the difference was vanishing.
The impact of radiation models (DO, P-1 and Rosseland models) was out-
lined by Habibi et al. [61]. In their study, the 3D CFD simulation of a
cracking furnace is performed, resulting in the supremacy of the DO model.
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During our studies the DO [62] and the Rosseland [63] model was applied
for the simulation of the primary line and the secondary line, respectively.
As it has been mentioned, the accuracy of the results depends not only on the
radiation model but the properties of the radiating media and the surround-
ing walls. The radiation heat transfer analysis for industrial application is
often carried out in an enclosure. In the enclosure, the presenting gas can
be essentially transparent for radiation (e.g. air), which is referred as non-
participating media, which means that the absorbency is zero. This assump-
tion is not valid in cases, when radiatively absorbing gases (e.g. CO2, H2O)
are presented in the medium; this is referred as participating media. During
the combustion of fossil fuels, the gas contains considerable amount of CO2
and H2O, therefore the gas mixture must be treated as a participating me-
dia.
Absorbency, and consequently the emissivity, of gases (and also other mat-
ters) is not constant but is the function of the wavelength. When participat-
ing media is modelled for industrial applications, the absorbencies at each
wavelengths cannot be rigorously used, since the simulation would require
demanding computational efforts. Therefore narrow and wide-band meth-
ods were developed, in which the absorption lines are fused into a shape
that contain several frequencies. Another possible method is the property
correlation, in which the radiative properties of interest are generated and
fitted with polynomial expressions that give the total property as a function
of weighting factor.
Carbon dioxide and water vapor present in the combustion products in the
PCC, which are known as highly selective absorbers and emitters. For
the simulation of the primary line the weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model
(WSGGM) was applied to handle the gas mixture’s absorbencies, which as-
sumes that only the mentioned molecules absorb (and emit) radiative heat.
For the simulation of the secondary line non-participating media was as-
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sumed. The simplification is valid since the participating gases’ concentra-
tions are low enough due to the dilution by nitrogen hence the factory’s
volume can be assumed to be non-participating to simplify the analysis.
G. Krishnamoorthy [65] proposed a novel WSGGM for CO2−H2O gas mix-
tures recently. Decoupled radiative transfer calculations were performed of
a methane/air flame employing the DO method. New parameters for the
WSGGM were computed from total emissivity correlations. The results
were compared favorably against spectral-line-based WSGGM and existing
benchmarks. Kim [66] applied finite-volume method (FVM) to investigate
the heat transfer and temperature distribution of a steel slab during re-
heating in a continuous furnace. The absorbencies of the gas phase were
predicted with the WSGGM, while parametric study was carried out on the
absorbencies of furnace’s inner walls and steel slab. The Author found, that
even though the temperature distribution well differs within the furnace, the
outlet temperature at the exit barely changes.
Stockwell et al. [46] pointed out that the difference between the results ob-
tained with P-1 and discrete-transfer radiation model (DTRM) is negligible,
however the path length of the radiation beam do affect the result signifi-
cantly when non-premixed combustion is simulated in a furnace. The better
match with measured data was observed when the radiation beam length
was given by the cell size.
It must be also denoted that some studies revealed vanishing difference be-
tween adiabatic and non-adiabatic flames in special cases. Hewson and Ker-
stein [67] studied CO/H2 flames using a RANS approach and they found
that the radiation do not play a major role since the time scales for radiative
heat losses are longer than the flame evolution time. Cuoci et al. [57] also
found that the difference between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic flame’s
peak temperature is only 30− 40K.
Chapter 3
Calculations and methods
3.1 Primary line
3.1.1 Numerical method
The non linear governing equations for the conservation of mass, momen-
tum, energy, turbulence, chemical species and radiation are solved sequen-
tially (i.e. segregated from one another) by a control volume method.
The governing equations are implicitly discretized by a second-order upwind
scheme and linearized to produce a system of equations for the dependent
variables in every computational cell. The resulting linear system is a sparse
coefficient matrix whose solution gives the updated flow field.
The code is based on a Gauss-Seidel solver in conjunction with an algebraic
multigrid method to solve the resultant set of equations in each cell.
Since the resulting velocities in this step will not satisfy the continuity equa-
tion in local sense, the pressure correction equation (a ”Poisson-type” dif-
ferential equation) is solved to find suitable corrections such that mass con-
servation be satisfied.
Finally, the equations for turbulence, energy, chemical species and radiation
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are solved using the previously updated values of the other flow variables.
Appropriate under relaxation factors (0.3 for pressure, 0.7 for momentum,
0.8 for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate and 1 for
density, for body forces, for turbulent viscosity, for energy, for radiation
variable and for each chemical species) are required to avoid instability in
the solution.
3.1.2 Turbulence closure
Understanding how the gas flow turbulence affects the chemical reaction
rates is one of the key issues in combustion modelling. The Eddy Dissipa-
tion Concept model [69] was used to implement the detailed kinetic mech-
anism into turbulent flows; this model assumes that reactions take place
in regions where the highest molecular fluxes arise. Chattopadhyay et al.
[28, 29] reviewed a variety of turbulence models; their review, however, is
confined to tundish flows only. RANS equations have been closed in this
study by a two-equation model, the standard κ-ε model. This model is
often used for industrial and environmental applications due to the wide
range of applicability, reasonable accuracy and low computational cost. The
model comprises two equations for the turbulent kinetic energy, κ, and the
turbulent dissipation energy, ε:
∂
∂xi
(ρkUi) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+
µt
σk
)
∂k
∂xj
]
+Gk − ρε− YM + Sk,
∂
∂xi
(ρεUi) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+
µt
σε
)
∂ε
∂xj
]
+ c1ε
ε
k
(Gk + c3εGb)− c2ερε
2
k
+ Sε,
where µt is the gas turbulent dynamic viscosity. The term Gk describes
the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the base flow gradients and
is given by:
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Gk = µtS
2, S2 = 2SijSij =
∂Ui
∂xj
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂2UiUj
∂xixj
,
where S is the modulus of the mean rate of strain tensor Sij; Sk and
Sε are source terms. The constants of the κ-ε model that were used in the
present study are the universally adopted values:
c1ε = 1.44, c2ε = 1.92, cµ = 0.09, σk = 1.0, and σε = 1.3.
The term YM stands for the contribution of compressible turbulence to the
energy dissipation rate. The constant c3ε is calculated as: c3ε = tanh|v/u|,
where v is the velocity along the gravity direction and u is the velocity nor-
mal to v (c3ε = 0 for buoyant layers normal to gravity; c3ε = 1 for buoyant
layers aligned with gravity).
One of the κ-ε model’s main assumption is that the turbulence field is
isotropic; however, the PCC has a complicated pattern of walls and the
isotropy hypothesis is not fully met at the wall boundary layers. Hence the
κ-ε turbulence model is valid in regions far from walls. The no-slip bound-
ary condition for the gas velocity at the walls was applied; since velocity
gradients at walls are steep, particularly in turbulent flow regime, an ex-
tremely fine mesh should be adopted in the wall region. This is, however,
an unusefully complicated approach that can be avoided by assuming the
logarithmic profile for the velocity near the wall.
As a result, to account for wall-bounded flows, the standard wall functions
are used as boundary conditions. These functions handle the mean velocity,
the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation rate without the
need to refine the mesh close to the walls.
A wall-function boundary condition typically requires that the first cell con-
fining with a wall must be in the log-layer, which starts at y+ ∼ 20 (= yuT/ν,
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where uT is the friction velocity, y is the distance to the closest wall and ν is
the kinematic viscosity of the fumes) and, depending on the Reynolds num-
ber, extends up to y+ ∼ 200. In the log-layer, there is equilibrium between
production and dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy. Therefore the
parameter y+ calculated in every cell confining with a wall must be always
greater than 20.
The standard κ-ε model assumes a high Reynolds number, which in the
present simulations was always greater than 106.
As a matter of fact, buoyancy effects were not included in the turbulence
model because our preliminary tests showed that only a small region of the
PCC had a turbulence production due to buoyancy on the same order of
turbulent production due to shear stresses; the net global effect is not im-
portant (anticipating the results, the ratio Gr/Re2 ∼ 0.3, being Gr the
Grashof number).
3.1.3 Radiation model
The spatial scale of radiation is very broad; i.e. from the molecular scale to
astronomical distances. For this reason, the energy balance must be fulfilled
in the whole control volume instead of infinitesimal volumes. Due to this
fact, integral equations must be applied instead of differential equations.
Since the DO model is particularly suitable for simulating radiative heat
transfer in combustion process, it has been adopted in this work. The DO
model is based on the radiative heat equation, which is here solved for a
discrete number of directions and integral over the control volume:
∇ · (I(~r, ~s)~s) + aI(~r, ~s) = an2σT
4
pi
,
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where I is the radiation intensity; ~r and ~s are the position and direction
vectors respectively; a is the absorption coefficient; n is the refractive index;
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
The path length of the radiation beams was taken identical to the actual
local cell size. The effect of the number of angular discretizations was also
studied during our preliminary investigations. The number of directions was
varied between 32 and 200; since almost no differences were found, only 32
directions were actually used.
Gas absorbencies have a significant influence on the radiative heat transfer;
it is known that the radiative properties of reacting gas flows do vary with the
local composition and wave length; it is also well known that the produced
carbon dioxide and water vapor are highly selective absorbers and emitters.
The gray gas model (which assumes constant absorption coefficient along the
electromagnetic spectrum) is oversimplified and gives a poor approximation
because off-gases are a mixture of reacting gases and some of them has
specific absorption coefficients. In addition, the composition of the mixture
changes rapidly along the PCC due to the involved chemical reactions. The
weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model [65] was thus applied in this study to
calculate the absorption (or emission) coefficient of the gas mixture; this
model should be viewed as a trade-off between the oversimplified gray gas
model and the enormously expensive full model that takes care of different
gas absorption bands.
This model substitutes the non-gray gas with a finite number of gray gases
and the total heat flux is obtained by summation of the gray gases after
multiplication with proper weight factors.
3.1.4 Chemical models
The study of the PCC is a reactive thermal fluid dynamics study and the
results are affected by the chemical reactions and the interaction of reactions
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and turbulence. Therefore, at the early stage of our studies, the turbulence-
chemistry interactions were implemented with two different method to as-
sure the reliability of the chemical models; namely the Finite-Rate/Eddy-
Dissipation (FR/ED) and the Eddy-Dissipation Concept (EDC) models.
The further three chemical reactions were implemented to simulate the oxi-
dation of hydrogen and carbon monoxide:
(i) 2H2 +O2 −→ 2H2O,
(ii) 2CO +O2 −→ 2CO2,
(iii) 2CO2 −→ 2CO +O2.
The reaction rates (r) and the constants (A,Ea) of the Arrhenius expressions
(k = Ae−Ea/(RT )) are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Reaction rates and rate constants of the simulated reactions. The xi
denotes the mass fraction of the i−th molecule.
Reaction r Pre-exponential factor (A) Activation energy (Ea)
(i) k1xCOx
0.25
O2
2.239 · 1012 [−] 1.700 · 108 [J/(kgmol)]
(ii) k2xCO2 5.000 · 108 [−] 1.700 · 108 [J/(kgmol)]
(iii) k3xH20.5xO2 9.870 · 108 [−] 3.100 · 107 [J/(kgmol)]
When FR/ED model is applied, the solver calculates the reaction rates both
by Arrhenius expression (finite rate) and by the ED model. The smaller one
of these two rates is used as the net reaction rate. Consequently, the solver
calculates whether the reaction is kinetic or mixing controlled.
The molar rate of generation or decomposition of the i-th species for laminar
flame is written as:
Rˆi,r = Γ
(
νbi,r − νfi,r
)(
kf,r
Nr∏
j=1
[Cj,r]
ηfj,r − kb,r
Nr∏
j=1
[Cj,r]
ηbj,r
)
,
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where Nr is the number species in reaction r; Cj,r is the molar concentra-
tion of each reactant and product species j in reaction r; ηfj,r is the forward
rate exponent for each reactant and product species j in reaction r; ηbj,r is the
backward rate exponent for each reactant and product species j in reaction
r and Γ is the net third body effect on the reaction rate [68]. The forward
rate constant kf,r is defined by the Arrhenius equation, while the backward
rate constant is computed by the following expression:
kb,r =
kf,r
Kr
, (3.1)
where Kr is the equilibrium constant for r-th reaction and defined as:
Kr = exp
(
∆S0r
R
− ∆H
0
r
RT
)(
patm
RT
)∑NR
r=1(ν
b
j,r−νfj,r)
,
where patm is the atmospheric pressure and ∆S
0
r and ∆H
0
r are respec-
tively the standard state entropy and standard state enthalpy, and the used
thermodynamic values can be found in the Appendix, Table A.2.
In the ED model, the net rate of production is defined by the smaller one of
the two following expressions:
ri,r = ν
f
i,rMw,iAρ

κ
min
(
YR
νfR,rMw ,r
)
ri,r = ν
f
i,rMw,iABρ

κ
∑
P YP∑N
j ν
b
j,rMw,j
,
where YP is the mass fraction of product species; YR is the mass fraction
of any reactant and A and B are empirical constants that are equal to 4.0
and 0.5, respectively [69].
The other applied approach during the studies was the EDC model, which
also let us to implement the detailed kinetic mechanisms (Appendix Table
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A.1) into turbulent flows. The reaction scheme consists of 37 reactions and
12 species. The reverse rate constants were calculated via the forward rates
and the equilibrium constants (Equation 3.1).
The pressure dependence of the reaction was taken into account by the
Troe method [70]. This approach estimates the net reaction rate by the
combination of two Arrhenius rate parameters; i.e., the low-pressure limit
and high-pressure limit:
klow = AlowT
β
lowe
−Elowa /(RT ),
khigh = AhighT
β
highe
−Ehigha /(RT ).
The net reaction rate is composed by the following expression:
knet = khigh
(
pr
1 + pr
)
F,
where pr is:
pr =
klow[M ]
khigh
,
where [M ] is the mass fraction of the bath gas. F is defined as:
log F =
{
1 +
[
log pr + c
n− d(log pr + c)
]2}−1
log Fcent,
where Fcent is given by input parameters (α, T1, T2 and T3) with the
following equation:
Fcent = (1− α)e−T/T3 + αe−T/T1 + e−T2/T ,
and
c = −0.4− 0.67 log Fcent, n = 0.75− 1.27 log Fcent, d = 0.14.
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The EDC model assumes that reactions take place in those regions where the
highest molecular fluxes arise. These are the so-called fine scales, where the
reactants are assumed to be perfectly mixed, and reactions can be simulated
as in a stirred batch reactor; hence the kinetic of the reactions determines
the speed of the process inside the fine-scales.
These theoretical stirred batch reactors form a cascade system. Two main
parameters characterize the smallest turbulence structures: the length factor
(ξ) and the time scale (τ):
ξ = Cξ
(νε
κ2
)1/4
, τ = Cτ
(ν
ε
)1/2
,
where Cξ = 2.1377 is the volume fraction constant; Cτ = 0.4082 is the
time scale constant.
3.1.5 Geometry
The FVM method is always begun with the creation of the simulated ge-
ometry. It also implies the simplification of the real geometry. During the
simplification those objects and shapes, which do not affect the thermal fluid
flow and the heat distribution, have to be eliminated. In addition, the rel-
evant ”openings” must be created, which will provide the inlet and outlet
boundary conditions.
The geometry of the simulated domain (the PCC) is illustrated in (Figure
3.1). The walls of the chamber are water-cooled. The hot off-gases enter
the domain through the inlet; atmospheric oxygen enters the gap and reacts
instantaneously with the combustible off-gases; the chamber is then evacu-
ated through the outlet. The size of the gap controls the ratio between the
fumes discharge and the ambient air discharge.
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Figure 3.1: The simulated post-combustion chamber.
3.1.6 3D computational mesh
It is well known that the quality of the computational mesh is of vital impor-
tance to obtain trustworthy numerical solutions. The domain was discretized
by tetrahedral elements (Figure 3.2); local refinements were carried out in
regions where fast reactions occur and steep gradients of the dependent vari-
ables are expected.
Figure 3.2 shows a cross section of the 3D mesh, where the local refinement
in the reaction zone and at the wall is seen: the minimum and the maximum
volume of the cells varied from 10−7m3 through 0.158m3. The total number
of cells varied depending on the simulation and it was typically on the order
6 · 105, with skewness always lower than 0.85.
At the walls, the mesh was inflated to have a sufficient number of nodes
lying within the viscous sublayer; the resulting y+(= uTy/ν where uT is the
friction velocity; y is the distance to the closest wall and ν is the kinematic
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Figure 3.2: The 3D computational unstructured and conformal grid is made of tetrahedral
elements; the imposed boundary conditions are also summarized.
viscosity of the fumes) is between 30 and 300, which is admittedly a bit high
but not to a point to invalidate the present numerical simulation, whose
accuracy will be established in section 4.1.1.
3.1.7 Boundary conditions
The results of the simulations are clearly also based on the imposed bound-
ary conditions and therefore must be handled carefully. The evaluation of
these data is not an easy task for the PCC. Accurate measurements can be
barely prepared due to the harsh environment: high temperature, harmful
gases and toxic fumes with metallic and non-metallic particles.
During our investigations, the data for boundary conditions were estimated
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Table 3.2: Imposed boundary condition at the inlet.
Temperature [K] 1523
Static pressure [Pa] −10
Chemical compounds
COm/m% 30
H2m/m% 10
Turbulence intensity [−] 10
from experimental data, which were provided by the Stg Group Spa and was
found in the literature [17, 18], however these data cannot be handled as an
actual and precise data for the studied PCC. Therefore, during the studies
the effects of the boundary conditions on the results were also investigated
(section 4.1).
3.1.7.1 Inlet
During the simulations, peak load was assumed which corresponds to the
melting phase. During this step, the scrap metal melts down and the or-
ganic compounds burn. The exhaust fumes’ temperature, chemical energy
content and quantity highly depend on the quality of scrap metal, which is
never exactly known and burners are also active during this phase, which
also elevates the emission from the furnace and the temperature of the ex-
iting (from the furnace) gases.
Consequently, the CO and H2 content of the off-gases during the melt-
ing phase reaches 30 % and 10 % respectively, and the temperature reaches
1923K [22]. The applied values for the simulations are summarized in Table
3.2.
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3.1.7.2 Gap
As it has been mentioned, the boundary conditions cannot be known exactly
and this is particularly true for the variables on the gap’s surface. Since the
furnace cannot be sealed-off perfectly, the escaping fume and warm gas can
reach the gap. For this reason the temperature of the air at the gap was
imposed at 473K and the pressure was −10Pa. The composition of the
entering gas at the gap was assumed to be pure air. The effect of these
boundary conditions’ alteration were also studied and are described in de-
tails in section 4.1.
The size of the gap was varied between 4 cm to 50 cm (the opening coeffi-
cient ζ varied between 0.13− 0.64).
3.1.7.3 Walls
The walls of the chamber are water-cooled and play important role in the
radiative heat exchange with the warm gases. The walls are assumed to be
gray-body surfaces, hence the absorption (and emissivity) is constant as a
function of wavelength.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to imply the absorption of the surfaces within
the PCC accurately as a design variable. It not only depends on the wall’s
material but it is expected to be highly altered by the contaminated particles
that presents in the off-gas [59].
During the simulations, the absorption coefficient was set to 0.85 and the
imposed temperature was 353K.
3.1.7.4 Outlet
The PCC is evacuated through the outlet (Figure 3.2) that is connected
to the secondary line system. The flow rate was set to 155.45m3/s, which
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corresponds to 559620m3/h.
3.2 Secondary line
3.2.1 Numerical method
The simulation of the secondary line was carried out in both steady-state
and time-dependent cases. The applied control-volume-based discretization
of the governing equations for the steady-state simulation was the same as
in case of the primary line’s simulation (section 3.1.1).
For transient simulations, the governing equations must be discretized in
both space and time. The spatial discretization is equal to the steady-state
discretization method while the temporal discretization is the integral of each
term in the governing equations over the time ∆t. Any spatially discretized
governing equation was calculated for the next time level implicitly with the
following expression:
φn+1 − φn
∆t
= F (φn+1),
where φ is a scalar quantity; n + 1 is the value at the next time level; n
is the value at the current time; ∆t is the time step and F is any spatial
discretization.
The main advantage of the fully implicit scheme is that the calculation is
stable at any time step size.
3.2.2 Turbulence closure
The secondary line was simulated in both transient and steady cases. For
transient case, the turbulence was both simulated with the standard κ-ε
(section 3.1.2) and the LES models, while for steady simulations the stan-
dard κ-ε was applied.
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As it has been mentioned (section 2.2.1) the LES filters the Navier-Stokes
equation with a low-pass filter and the filtering variable is defined as:
φ¯(x) =
∫
D
φ(x′)G(x, x′)dx′,
where D is the fluid domain and G is the filter function which specifies
the scale of the resolved eddies. The FVM implicitly provides the filtering
by the volumes of the computational cells:
φ¯(x) =
1
V
∫
ν
φ(x′)dx′, x′ ∈ ν,
where V is the volume of the computational cell. Therefore the filter function
G(x, x′) becomes:
G(x, x′) =
{
1/V, x′ ∈ ν
0, x′ otherwise.
The Favre-filtered equation for compressible flows is:
∂ρ¯u˜i
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜iu˜j
∂xj
+
∂p¯
∂xi
− ∂σ¯ij
∂xj
= −∂ρ¯τ
r
ij
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
(σ¯ij − σ˜ij),
where τ rij is the subgrid-scale stress tensor for Favre-filtered momentum field
and σij is the shear stress tensor.
Subgrid-scale turbulent stress is calculated employing the Boussinesq hy-
pothesis:
τij = −ρ¯u˜iuj + ρ¯u˜iu˜j = 2µtS˜ij −
1
2
ρ¯q2σij,
where 1/2ρ¯q2 is the subgrid scale kinetic energy and,
S˜ij =
1
2
(
u˜i,j + u˜j,i
)− 1
3
σiju˜k,k.
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In the present study, the turbulent viscosity is given by the Smagorinsky-
Lilly model:
µt = ρL
2
s|S¯|, where |S¯| =
√
S˜ijS˜ij.
and Ls is the mixing length of subgrid scales and defined as:
Ls = min
(
Kd, csV
1/3
)
,
where K is the Ka´rma´n constant; d is the distance to the closest wall and
cs is the Smagorinsky constant (0.1).
3.2.3 Radiation
In a non-scattering, semi-transparent media, the radiative transfer equation
(RTE) can be written as:
dI(~r, ~s)
ds
+ aI(~r, ~s) = an2
σT 4
pi
,
where ~r is the position; ~s is the direction; s is the length scale; a is the
absorption coefficient; n is the refractive index, I is the intensity; σ is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is the gas temperature.
In the elephant house the optical thickness is greater than 3, therefore the
Rosseland [63] radiation model can be applied. The radiative heat flux vector
(~qr) in the gray medium is written as in the P-1 radiation model:
~qr = −(1/3a)∇G,
where G is the incident radiation.
The Rosseland approach assumes that the intensity is equal to the black-
body intensity and therefore the incident radiation becomes:
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G = 4σn2T 4.
At the end, the radiative heat flux is:
qr = −16σΓn2T 3∇T,
which is similar to the Fourier conduction law. For this reason, the Rosse-
land model is also known as diffusion approximation.
The air inside the factory was assumed to be non-participating media, hence
the absorbency and scattering were both 0. The radiative heat flux at the
walls (qr,w) were defined by the slip coefficient:
qr,w = −
σ
(
T 4w − T 4g
)
ψ
,
where Tw is the wall temperature; Tg is the gas temperature and ψ is the
slip coefficient. In the present study, the slip coefficient was calculated by
the following [64] fitted curve:
ψ =

1/2, Nw < 0.01
2x3+3x2−12x+7
54
, 0.01 ≤ Nw ≤ 10
0, Nw > 10,
where x = log10Nw and Nw is the conduction to radiation parameter at
the wall, and defined as:
Nw =
k(a+ σs)
4σT 3w
.
3.2.4 Geometry
The large volume of the factory calls for the simplification of the geometry
and the reduction of the volume. The simplifications were carried out in
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two steps. During the preliminary studies, the stagnate and irrelevant zones
were found and dismissed in further simulations, nevertheless new openings
were also imposed. These simplifications let us reduce the number of the
computational elements, which was the bottle neck of the numerical simu-
lation.
In Figure 3.3 the simplified geometry for the first calculations can be seen.
The position of the basket and the crane represents the charging phase,
which is the most crucial phase of the steel production in the evacuation
point of view (see section 1.1.2).
Above the crane, the deep storage canopy hood can be seen. It is divided
into three sections and each section is evacuated. The size of the outlet
openings are 5m x 5m in the lateral sections and 5m x 6m in the central
section. The canopy hood contains a deflection wall (Figure 3.5) to avoid
the recirculation of the rising hot fumes (section 1.1.2.1).
Figure 3.3: 3D structure of the simulated domain (ladle is not presented).
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Figure 3.4: Layout of the simplified factory geometry. Dotted lines denote the volume
boundaries with different mesh morphology (section 3.2.5).
Figure 3.5: 3D layout of the deep storage canopy hood of the simulated factory.
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Figure 3.6: Simplified layout of the factory geometry. Dotted lines denote the volume
boundaries. Each volume contains meshes with different sizes and specifications (section
3.2.5).
After the first simulations and observations in the factory, further simplifi-
cations and modifications were carried out (Figure 3.6). One of the main
simplifications was to simulate the doors and windows of the factory. How-
ever, these openings supposed to be closed during production to reduce the
harmful effect of wind drafts on the collection, in reality they are remained
open. Consequently, cross ventilation and side flows appear in the factory
which influence the fluid motions.
Another major modification concerned the additional evacuation system.
The simulations revealed that only the first part of the system works and
the region below the non-functioning part is a stagnate zone (see section
4.2.1).
Further modifications were imposed on the boundary conditions of the canopy
hood; i.e. tubes that connects the canopy’s outlets and the additional evac-
uation’s outlet was simulated (Figure 3.7, 3.8) and the results of these sim-
ulations were then implemented as the canopy hood’s boundary conditions.
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Figure 3.7: 3D layout of the evacuation tube system.
Figure 3.8: Outer tube system.
3.2.5 Computational mesh
After the geometry is created the domain was discretized by small elements,
which gives the computational mesh. All the computational meshes, applied
in the studies, contain tetrahedral elements.
During the mesh generation the expected flows and gradients must be taken
into account. Therefore the size of the elements and the growth rates vary
in a wide range in the factory. The factory was divided into smaller sections
which allowed great variation of the mesh configuration. Different colors
represent the separated volumes (Figure 3.9).
The separated conformal meshes were linked together through their inter-
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faces. The size of the elements on the linking surfaces was the same to reduce
computational errors. The relevant parameters of the generated meshes can
be seen in Table 3.3.
The simulation of the natural flow generated by the liquid steel requires re-
fined mesh close to the ladle that significantly raises the number of elements
(Table 3.4).
Figure 3.9: Cross sections of the computational meshes without (upper) and with ladle
(bottom) presented. The different colors denote different volumes and meshes.
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Table 3.3: Specifications of the computational mesh.
Surface Minimum size [cm] Growth rate
Furnace 20 1.4
Crane 20 1.4
Ladle 8 1.1
Deflection wall 8 1.6
Canopy hood separators 10 1.6
Additional evacuation 10 1.8
Table 3.4: Number of elements.
Configuration Number of elements
Without ladle 1966204
With ladle 2810929
The observations in the factory let us reduce the number of elements: there
is a large space in the middle of the factory, where the gases’ motion is slow
and gradients are vanishing, therefore coarser mesh can be constructed in
this zone (Figure 3.10).
After the modifications, the number of elements was reduced to 702203 (less
than the half compare to the first trial) due to the reduced volume and the
coarser mesh.
Table 3.5: Specifications of the computational mesh.
Surface Minimum size [cm] Growth rate
Furnace and crane 30 1.2
Doors 50 1.2
Ladle (upper surface) 30 1.1
Ladle (lateral surface) 50 1.6
Deflection wall 30 1.4
Canopy hood separators 30 2
Additional evacuation 25 1.2
Canopy hood’s outlets 50 1.5
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Figure 3.10: Cross section of the computational mesh generated in the modified geometry.
The generated computational mesh for the outer tubes also consists of tetra-
hedral elements (Figure 3.11). The mesh requires extra care close to the
walls to have sufficient number of nodes that lies within the viscous sub-
layer (Figure 3.12). With the help of the refined mesh y+ is in the order of
1. The total number of elements is 222835. Further grid specifications are
summarized in Table 3.6.
Figure 3.11: The generated computational mesh for the outer tube system.
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Figure 3.12: Inflated mesh close the the wall that provides sufficient number of nodes in
the wall region.
Table 3.6: Specifications of the computational mesh of the outer tubes.
Geometry Meshing control Applied values
Walls Inflation Maximum thickness= 0.5m
Number of layers= 10
Growth rate= 1.2
Internal volume Body size function Maximum size= 0.5m
Growth rate= 1.2
3.2.6 Boundary conditions
3.2.6.1 Preliminary study
During the first simulations, the boundary conditions were set up according
to the provided data by the Stg company. In early stages, the simulations
had to rely on these data, since the factory was under construction and mea-
surements could not be carried out.
Due to the provided data the outlet velocity for the central section of the
canopy hood was set to 16.8m/s and for the lateral sections 8.4m/s was
used.
The generated heat by charging was assumed to be 97.5MW . This value
is based on the Stg company’s experiences. However it cannot be strictly
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known, since the organic compound is not well defined and it varies from bas-
ket to basket. The reactions are not included in our simulations, pure air was
assumed. This assumption is valid, since the main interest (the capturing
ability of the canopy hood) is far from the reacting zone [71]. Furthermore,
this simplification significantly reduces the computational time.
The estimated temperature of the fire can be found in the literature for or-
ganic materials [72]. Since the organic amount and compound of the scrap
metal vary, an average value was chosen T = 920K. The charging was as-
sumed to be 20 s long, therefore the mass-flow rate became m˙ = 140 kg/s.
The heat loss of the filled ladle was predicted by the analytical model pro-
posed by Camdali et al. [19]. Their model provides the analytical solution
about the distribution of the exchanged heat by different heat transfer mech-
anisms. The calculated values for the simulated ladle can be seen in Figure
3.13.
Due to the calculations, the ladle releases heat mainly via the top (liquid
steel surface) by radiation. The calculated heat and the area of the ladle’s
surfaces (top and lateral wall) define the imposed boundary conditions for
Figure 3.13: Distribution of the exchanged heat from filled ladle by various mechanisms.
The total heat loss is 2.299MW .
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the ladle that are 50000W/m2 and 12500W/m2 for the top and side wall,
respectively.
3.2.6.2 Case study
After the observations and measurements in the factory not only the geom-
etry but also the boundary conditions were modified.
In the outer tube system the flow rate was determined by the help of a Pitot
tube, which was connected to a differential pressure gage (Magnehelic
Gage Dwyer Instruments Inc.) The dynamic pressure was measured
in six position along the main tube’s intersection to determine the velocity
profile (Figure 3.14).
The measurements were carried out during the charging phase, when the
applied fan power and flow rate in the tube was the maximum. This period
let us carry out two measurement sequences.
Figure 3.14: Pressure and temperature measurement points in the main tube. The red
point denotes where dynamic pressure and temperature were measured and blue points
denot where static pressure and temperature were measured.
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Table 3.7: Measured dynamic pressure along the main tube’s section on 05.08.2010.
Distance from the wall
[mm]
Dynamic pressure (1)
[mmH2O]
Dynamic pressure (2)
[mmH2O]
0 3 5
250 5 8
500 7 8
750 8 10
1000 8 9
1250 8 10
From the dynamic pressure, the velocity can be calculated with the following
expression:
v =
√
2pd
ρ
,
where v is the gas velocity; pd is the dynamic pressure and ρ is the density
of the fluid.
The measured temperature was 120 ◦C, hence the used density for the cal-
culations was ρ = 0.898 kg/m3.
The average velocities in the main tube became 12.62m/s and 14.2m/s for
the first and second measurements, respectively. From the average velocities
and the area of the tube’s cross section (5.2m), the volume flow rate can be
Table 3.8: Calculated velocities along the main tube’s section.
Distance from the wall [mm] Gas velocity (1) [m/s] Gas velocity (2) [m/s]
0 8.08 10.45
250 10.36 13.22
500 12.37 13.22
750 13.22 14.78
1000 13.22 14.02
1250 13.21 14.78
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Table 3.9: The measured temperature and static pressure values in the collateral tubes.
Tube Static pressure [Pa] Temperature [K]
Inlet1 19.62 418
Inlet2 −58.86 479
Inlet3 39.24 423
calculated: Q1 = 965022m
3/h and Q2 = 1085644m
3/h. These values are in
a good agreement with the value, measured by the installed flow meter in
the baghouse.
Due to the new openings (doors) further boundary conditions were required.
These data were based on experimental measurements in the factory. The
measurements were carried out with a commercial vane thermo-anemometer
(Dwyer Model 8901) on 05.08.2010. The measured values are summa-
rized in Table 3.10. However these measured data cannot be handled as
precise, exact values they are still a good indicator of the main flow’s veloc-
ities and directions. Negative values denote exiting flow from the factory.
Table 3.10: Boundary conditions after the measurements on 05.08.2010 in the factory
and the simulation of the outer tubes of the evacuation system (section 4.2.2), where vel.
inlet denotes velocity inlet and m. f. inlet denotes mass flow inlet.
Surface Flux Velocity Temperature Material
Dooreast (vel. inlet) −0.9m/s 297K Air
Doornorth (vel. inlet) 1.75m/s 294.1K Air
Doorsouth (vel. inlet) 1.08m/s 296.3K Air
Doorwest (vel. inlet) 1.23m/s 296.6K Air
Furnace (m. f. inlet) 140 kg/s 920K Air
Inlet1 (vel. inlet) −3.96m/s 418K Air
Inlet2 (vel. inlet) −1.71m/s 478K Air
Inlet3 (vel. inlet) −3.37m/s 423K Air
Canopy hood (wall) 480K Steel
Ladle’s wall (wall) 12500W/m2 Steel
Ladle’s top (wall) 50000W/m2 Steel
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Chapter 4
Results and discussion
4.1 Primary line
4.1.1 Numerical accuracy
The procedure herein followed to estimate the numerical errors, generated
by the present simulation, is strictly based on the valuable ASME guide-
line [73]. The underlying perspective here is to understand whether the
present numerical study is capable of predicting with trustworthy accuracy
the outcome of reacting flows’ numerical simulations when the measure of
experimental quantities is not an easy task, as in the present case.
The method here followed for the evaluation of discretization errors is the
Grid Convergence Index (GCI). The first step of the procedure is the defi-
nition of the representative grid size h:
h =
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
∆Vi
]1/3
,
where ∆Vi is the i-th cell volume and N is the total number of cells used
for the computations. Three significantly different grids were constructured,
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where the grid refinement factor r = hcoarse/hfine was always greater than
1.3 (a value based on experience [73]). Roughly similar cells were always
used. The apparent order p of the method was calculated by the following
expression:
p =
∣∣∣ ln | θ32/θ21 | + q(p)∣∣∣ / ln(r21), (4.1)
q(p) = ln
(rp21 − s
rp32 − s
)
,
s = 1 · sgn (ε32/ε21),
where h1 < h2 < h3, r21 = h2/h1, r32 = h3/h2, θ32 = φ3−φ2, θ21 = φ2−φ1,
φk stands for any dependent variable derived by means of the k -th grid (k =
1, 2, 3); in this study, the function φ has been chosen the outlet temperature
(the key variable here); sgn is the function signum. The absolute value in
equation (4.1) is necessary to ensure extrapolation toward h = 0 [74].
Negative values of the ratio θ32/θ21 were found in the present simulations;
this is an indication of oscillatory convergence, which typically occurs in
case of geometrically complicated fluid domains; however, the maximum
oscillation proved vanishing (∼ 1 %).
A fair agreement was observed between the apparent order of the scheme
and the formal order actually used: this is an indication of grids being in the
asymptotic range. The extrapolated values φ21ext were then calculated along
with the relative error e21a :
φ21ext =
rp21φ1 − φ2
rp21 − 1
,
e21a =
∣∣∣φ1 − φ2
φ1
∣∣∣.
The fine–grid convergence index GCI21fine is given by:
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GCI21fine =
1.25e21a
rp21 − 1
.
The local order of accuracy p calculated from equation (4.1) was between
9.3 and 21.5, with an average value pave = 12.9.
The convergence (or iteration) error occurs when the iterative solvers of
the discretized equations are not converged sufficiently; following [75], the
iteration error was estimated by:
niter,i ∼
φn+1i − φni
λi − 1 ,
where n is the iteration number and λi is the principal eigenvalue of the
solution matrix of the linear system, which can be approximated as:
λi ∼ ‖ φ
n+1
i − φni ‖
‖ φni − φn−1i ‖
,
where ‖ · ‖ is any appropriate norm (e.g., the infinity norm L∞). The
uncertainty δiter in iteration convergence can then be estimated as:
δiter ∼
‖ niter,i ‖
λave − 1 ,
where λave is the average value of λi over a reasonable number of it-
erations. The iteration error calculated according to the above described
method was found to be one order of magnitude smaller than the discretiza-
tion error; so there are reasons to trust the accuracy of the present numerical
simulation.
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4.1.2 On the simulation of the chemistry-turbulence interaction
At the first stage of the PCC simulation, different models for turbulence-
chemistry interaction were tested with simplified chemical reaction mecha-
nism to access the accuracy of ED/FR and EDC models. Applying the EDC
model convergence was reached effortless, while during ED/FR calculations,
instability occurred, which lead to the divergence of the solution. Reduced
under-relaxation factors did not result in success for reaching converged so-
lution.
The EDC model was both applied for implementing simplified, 3 steps skele-
ton reactions and detailed mechanism involving 37 reactions (Table A.1) in
case of 30 cm gap size (ζ = 0.52). However the estimated hydrogen con-
versions do not show significant difference, the conversion of the carbon
monoxide differs with a noticeable 3.5 % and the carbon monoxide content
at the outlet showed significant 1765 ppm discrepancy. For studying the role
of the gap size, the detailed reaction mechanism was used.
Table 4.1: Comparison of different chemical models.
Model Reaction CO conversion H2 conversion CO [ppm] H2 [ppm]
EDC 3 steps 0.936 0.993 3240 123
EDC 37 steps 0.971 0.990 1475 163
All the present simulations were performed in steady-state and are thus
confined to the melting phase only. Due to the high temperatures in the
PCC, the ideal gas law was considered definitely accurate. The calculated
Prandtl number along the PCC was comprised within the range 0.46 − 1;
more specifically, 0.73 at the gap and 0.46 at the inlet (the typical value for
standard air being 0.7).
Compressibility effects due to density variations proved to be negligible be-
cause the Gay-Lussac number Ga = α0(Tw−T0) (where α0 is the volumetric
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thermal expansion coefficient at constant pressure; Tw is the wall temper-
ature and T0 is a reference temperature) is lower than the Peclet number
Pe = Re · Pr; in fact, the calculated ratio Ga/Pe along the PCC was be-
tween 2 · 10−6 and 0.5, with a spatial average on the order 10−4.
The Mach number was calculated in each cell of the fluid domain; the maxi-
mum Mach local number never exceeded 0.065, hence comprimibility effects
due to velocity are vanishing.
The numerical solution was considered to reach the converged solution when
the residuals of energy and DO equations were less than 10−6, for species
quantities less than 10−4 and continuity and turbulence residuals less than
10−5.
The present numerical simulations, which included the combustion of the
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, were performed for gap sizes comprised in
the range 4 cm−50 cm, therefore the opening coefficient ζ (Figure 4.1) tested
in this study varied in the range 0.13− 0.64:
ζ =
Agap
Agap + Ainlet
.
The pressure drop ∆p = pinlet − poutlet along the PCC was calculated for
both reactive and non-reactive flows and compared to the pressure drop due
to incompressible, isotherm flow (Figure 4.2). Obviously the last two cases
(non-reactive, compressible flow and incompressible, isothermal flow) are
idealized flows that do not exist in the real PCC; and yet they may provide
an indirect confirmation of the validity of the present simulation. It is seen
that the lowest pressure drop is found in case of reactive, compressible fluid
flow and, most importantly, it barely varies with the opening coefficient.
The calculated streamlines demonstrated a turbulent pattern of flow (Fig-
ures 4.3-4.4-4.5), with creation of tortuous streamlines and macro-recirculating
zones due to abrupt changes of direction and stagnate zones.
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Figure 4.1: The opening coefficient ζ.
In the initial part of the PCC, the hot exhaust gases are forced to flow
downwards, that is against the thermal gradient (hot gases notoriously rise
due to buoyancy effects). While the above factor cannot possibly help in
smoothing the flow, it may help in settling down particles, which are always
detected in exhaust gases.
Tortuous streamlines also lead to longer residence times . Interestingly
enough, the streamlines issuing from the gap and from the inlet have differ-
ent features.
If ζ = 0.52, a strong recirculating zone appears beyond the reaction area
(zone A, Figure 4.4 right), which is undesirable.
If ζ = 0.64, the inlet streamlines are smooth, showing a neat core flow with
no recirculating zones and basically no interaction with the ambient air flow
entering the PCC; the air flow from the gap is forced by the inlet flow to
create two strong stagnate regions (zones A and B, Figure 4.5 left). As a
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result, residence times from the inlet and the gap are very different, which
translates in a poor mixing.
Figure 4.2: Global pressure drop through the PCC for reactive compressible flow, non-
reactive compressible flow and incompressible isotherm flow.
Figure 4.3: Residence times [s] for ζ = 0.26 and streamlines originating at the gap (left)
and at the inlet (right).
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Figure 4.4: Residence times [s] for ζ = 0.52 and streamlines originating at the gap (left)
and at the inlet (right).
Figure 4.5: Residence times [s] for ζ = 0.64 and streamlines originating at the gap (left)
and at the inlet (right).
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4.1.3 Mixing
The main purpose of the PCC is to combust hydrogen and carbon monoxide;
the chemical reactions taking place in the PCC occur when the flowing
reactants have reached a convenient level of mixing at molecular scale in a
conveniently hot environment. Mixing may be qualified by the Kolmogorov
scale [76], which not only shows the mixing quality but it also dictates the
correct size of the discretization elements:
ηK =
(
ν3
ε
)1/4
.
The lowest ηK-scale is found in the outer layer of the mixing zone, while
the longest scale in the core inlet (Figure 4.6). In the region where the
oxidation of hydrogen and carbon monoxide takes place, the ηK-scale is on
the order of 10−3m, which is admittedly large as compared to other regions.
This is due to the imposed boundary conditions at the gap-inlet; since the
reaction zone is just downstream the gap-inlet, the turbulence has not had
the chance to evolve to fine grain turbulence.
The Damko¨hler number is the ratio of the Kolmogorov time scale to the
chemical reaction time scale:
Da =
(ν
ε
)3/2
k〈C∗〉,
where k is the reaction rate and 〈C∗〉 is the volume-averaged concentra-
tion of a given species in steady state. Since Da  1 the reaction is fast,
meaning that the chemical time scale is shorter than the turbulent time scale
[77] and therefore reactions are completely driven by chemistry and not by
mixing, as expected.
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Figure 4.6: Kolmogorov length scale [m] ζ = 0.52.
4.1.4 Mass flow rate
Since the outlet velocity is imposed as boundary condition, the mass flow
rate is a function of the opening coefficient and of the temperature. The
larger the gap, the lower the discharge exiting the furnace’s free board (Fig-
ure 4.8 left).
The mass flow rate of the outlet was calculated by the well known 1D ana-
lytical expression:
m˙ =
√
k
(
p0Aoutlet√
RT0
)
M
(
1 +
k − 1
2
M2
)−(k+1)/2(k−1)
,
where k = cp/cv; p0 is the stagnation pressure; T0 is the stagnation
temperature; Aoutlet is the area of the outlet surface; R = cp − cv is the
gas constant and M is the Mach number. This equation is mainly used to
evaluate the choked flow regime in compressible flow. The results favorably
compared to the numerical results (Figure 4.8 right) and this is a solid
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Figure 4.7: Gas streamlines originating from both inlet and gap colored by oxygen mass
fraction (left), by carbon monoxide mass fraction (middle) and by hydrogen mass fraction
(right) for ζ = 0.52.
validation of the accuracy of the present simulation. The slight differences
are only due to the 1D assumption of the analytical solution, which is not
rigorously met at the 3D outlet.
The outlet discharge shows an asymptotic tendency in the range 0.4 < ζ <
0.5, which has no easy explanation. It is emphasized that the decreasing dis-
charge from the furnace translates in lower discharge of combustible gases
(Figure 4.11 right).
Figure 4.8: Distribution of mass flow rates (left) and outlet mass flow rates calculated
numerically and analytically (right).
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Figure 4.9: Spatially averaged temperature at the outlet section.
As the gap enlarges, more oxygen and less combustible gas enter the PCC,
leading to a more thorough oxidation process, as Figure 4.9 proves. In fact,
the maximum outlet temperature (1272K) occurs at ζ = 0.5, where ambi-
ent oxygen mixes with the off-gas according to the stoichiometric amount
and the reaction heat is released completely; for smaller opening values
(ζ < 0.5), the oxygen deficit leads to incomplete oxidation and the temper-
ature remains low; larger gap sizes (ζ > 0.5) result in excess oxygen and the
reaction is still complete; nevertheless, the large amount of cold air drops
down the temperature.
4.1.5 Conversion and thermal recovery rate
The conversion of combustible gases (ϕ) is calculated as:
ϕ =
nin − nout
nin
,
where nin and nout are respectively the entering and exiting molar flow
rate of a given combustible component (H2 or CO).
The thermal recovery rate, η, of the PCC was calculated by the following
expression:
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η =
Hwall
Hin +Hreact
,
where Hwall is the exchanged heat through the water-cooled walls; Hin is
the enthalpy of the entering gases through both the gap and the inlet and
Hreact is the reaction heat released in the PCC by oxidations.
The maximum thermal recovery rate is: ηmax ∼ 0.65 at ζ ∼ 0.4 (Figure 4.10
left).
Since the total discharge of the furnace decreases, less combustible gas enters
the PCC (Figure 4.10 right). Despite the monotone increase of the conver-
sion rates of hydrogen and carbon monoxide (Figure 4.11 left), the released
reaction heat shows a maximum at ζ ∼ 0.48 (Figure 4.11 right).
The conversions of hydrogen and carbon monoxide remain both low (i.e.,
below the required level) up to ζ ∼ 0.5; a further increase of the opening
Figure 4.10: Thermal recovery (left) and mass flow rate of H2 and CO (right).
Table 4.2: Summary of the maximum values of relevant variables.
Variable Maximum value ζ
Toutlet [K] 1272 0.50
η [−] 0.65 0.40
Hreact [MJ ] 1020 0.48
ϕ [−] 1 > 0.52
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Figure 4.11: The conversion of combustible gases (left) and the reaction heat released in
the PCC (right) versus the opening coefficient.
coefficient does not change the conversions and excess oxygen occurs in the
PCC.
Table 4.2 has been compiled from the above data and gives a summary of
the most relevant maximum values: it is seen that the value of the opening
coefficient capable of maximizing all the relevant parameters is not unique,
but it is a function of the relevant variable of choice.
Low outlet temperatures are advisable to protect the plastic filters of the
baghouse where exhaust fumes will be treated; the typical required tempera-
ture for the gases to be admitted in the baghouse is 120 ◦C. For this reason,
the opening coefficient ζ ∼ 0.5 would not be recommended. For smaller
gap size, the reactions are not complete and the amount of harmful gases
is still high. As a result, only the larger gap sizes must be used to comply
with environmental requirements; however, it is emphasized that larger gap
sizes produce lower discharges from the furnace, lowering the performance
of the whole process. In other words, the process of fumes evacuation needs
an optimization analysis to find the optimal ζ value; at the present state of
knowledge, design values of the opening coefficient in the range 0.40− 0.52
appears to be reasonably serviceable.
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Figure 4.12: Influence of the gap oxygen content on the conversion of combustible gases
(air=21 %O2; red=15 %O2 at the gap) (left) and on the average outlet temperature
(right).
4.1.6 The influence of the boundary conditions
4.1.6.1 On the imposed oxygen content at the gap
Exhaust fumes do show appreciable differences in terms of temperature,
chemical energy content and quantity, depending on the energy load con-
tained in the scrap metal; the CO volume content during the melting phase
may be as high as 25 % [22].
During the production of steel, the composition and temperature of the air
surrounding the furnace might well differ from the standard atmospheric air
because the gap is very close to the EAF: the imposed boundary conditions
at the gap are therefore affected by this issue. For this reason, we also carried
out simulations where the gas compound was different from the atmospheric
air. The oxygen content at the gap was lowered to 15 % and 6 % of carbon
dioxide was supposed to be in the mixture.
The less the oxygen content at the gap, the less the oxygen entering the
PCC; since the mass flow rate barely differs, conversions are lower for any
opening coefficient (Figure 4.12 left) and less heat is released by oxidation;
the final result is that the maximum temperature at the outlet decreases
(Figure 4.12 right) and, in addition, the maximum is reached for higher val-
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Figure 4.13: Influence of the gap oxygen content on the thermal recovery.
ues of gap openings (from ζ = 0.50 to ζ = 0.57). The thermal recovery
is also less efficient (Figure 4.13), showing the same shift of the maximum
value.
4.1.6.2 The imposed air temperature at the gap
The inlet section considered in this study is located few metres downstream
the furnace’s free board and the issue arises about the reasonable value to be
imposed as boundary condition for the gap temperature. Li et al. (2003) [33]
assumed for the temperature at the dome wall the value 1573K. Kirschen
et al. (2006) [18] measured variable gap temperatures oscillating from 313K
to 1923K during the tap-to-tap cycle.
The temperature of the ambient air entering the gap, as mentioned in section
3.1.7, was assumed to be a reasonable TGap = 473K due to the close prox-
imity of the gap to the dome. To investigate the impact of this assumption
on the key variables of the process, a few trials were performed by imposing
the air temperature at the gap to be 300K and 700K for ζ = 0.52 (30 cm).
As a result, the mass discharge varies appreciably (some 10 % difference,
Figure 4.14, left) together with the conversions (Figure 4.14, right); the
variation of the thermal recovery is almost linear (Figure 4.15, left), but the
average temperature at the outlet section shows a point of alleged maximum
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at 473K, which could not be expected a priori.
Figure 4.14: Mass flow rates (left) and conversion of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
(right) as a function of the imposed gap temperature for ζ = 0.52.
Figure 4.15: Thermal recovery (left) and spatial average outlet temperature (right) as a
function of the imposed gap temperature for ζ = 0.52.
The mass flow rate varies with the imposed gap temperature, leading to
higher discharge from the furnace (INLET in Figure 4.14) and lower con-
version rates for both hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
4.1.6.3 On the imposed turbulence intensity
Turbulence intensities of the off-gases entering the PCC are clearly not
known and not even measurable; to evaluate the effect of the turbulence
intensity, three simulations were performed by imposing at both the gap
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Figure 4.16: Average outlet temperature (left) and global pressure drop (right) as a
function of turbulence intensity for ζ = 0.52.
and the inlet the values 1 %, 10 % and 20 % for turbulent intensities for
ζ = 0.52.
It was found that the outlet temperature decreases as the initial turbulence
intensity increases; however, the decrease is vanishing (∼ 1.5 %) (Figure
4.16, left).
The effect on the pressure drop is found more evident; the larger the turbu-
lence intensity, the higher the pressure drop (∼ 7.5 %) (Figure 4.16, right).
4.1.7 Geometry enhancements
Two modified geometries were also implemented to investigate possible en-
hancements from the fluid dynamics point of view:
(i) the first enhancement is intended to improve the global smoothness of the
flow by removing as far as feasible 3D effects; the original geometry (Figure
3.1) shows that the inlet and outlet sections are located in the plane (y-z)
and (x-z) respectively; the flow must undergo a change of plane and this
makes 3D effects more pronounced, at least in principle. The modified ge-
ometry (Figure 4.17 left) shows the coplanar inlet and outlet sections, both
located on the same (x-z) plane, the flow evolution being only along the
(y-z) plane apart from other 3D unavoidable secondary effects. It is seen
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from Table 4.3 that this modification does not decrease the global pressure
drop ∆p; and
(ii) the second enhancement is intended to improve the local smoothness of
the flow at the gap-inlet region; the original geometry (Figure 3.1) shows the
gap flow that enters the PCC perpendicular to the inlet flow and this is not
the efficient way to merge the two different streams. The modified geometry
(Figure 4.17 right) shows the more logical (and less dissipative) merging of
the two streams and Table 4.3 shows a remarkable 50 % reduction of the
primitive pressure drop; this is of paramount concern to decrease the fan
power of the baghouse.
The implementation of both the above enhancements does not give extra
benefit (last line of Table 4.3).
Figure 4.17: Gas streamlines when inlet and outlet are aligned (left) and inlet and gap
are aligned (right). Streamlines are colored by residence time [s].
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Table 4.3: Global pressure drop ∆p = pinlet − poutlet.
Geometry ζ ∆p [Pa]
Original (Figure 3.1) 0.59 300
Original (Figure 3.1) 0.64 319
Aligned inlet-outlet (Figure 4.17 left) 0.56 307
Aligned inlet-gap (Figure 4.17 right) 0.61 200
Aligned inlet-outlet-gap 0.61 241
4.1.8 On the accuracy of 2D simulations
The computational effort for 3D thermal fluid dynamics simulations of steady
state reacting flows is huge and requires an equally huge computing resource;
for example, the typical CPU time for a 6 · 105 element mesh is on the order
of 15 hours in a 4 processor, 3GHz, 16GB RAM computer.
The computational effort can thus turn out as a critical issue, capable of be-
coming a limiting factor for obtaining realistic simulations and trustworthy
results. Hence 2D simulations are most appealing even though they provide
less accuracy (which, however, can be tolerated in the pre-design stage).
Table 4.4 summarizes the preliminary results obtained in terms of pressure
drop for ζ = 0.56.
Table 4.4: Summary of the preliminary studies (ζ = 0.56).
PCC geometry Elements # Mesh ∆p [Pa] CPU [h]
original (Figure 3.1) 6.2 · 105 3D 289 ∼ 15
original (Figure 3.1) 1.6 · 105 3D 264 ∼ 7
aligned (Figure 4.17 left) 6.2 · 105 3D 307 ∼ 15
aligned (Figure 4.18) 8.2 · 103 2D 271 ∼ 1
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Figure 4.18: 2D PCC with opening coefficient ζ = 0.56.
In the preliminary stage of PCC design, 2D simulations can thus be safely
used, with the aim to apply rigorous 3D simulations to the final geometry.
4.2 Secondary line
4.2.1 Preliminary study
The boundary conditions of the preliminary studies (Section 3.2.6.1) were
based on the data received from the Stg company Spa. The typical calcula-
tion time was 9 hours using a 4 processor, 3GHz, 16GBRAM computer.
The numerical solution was considered to reach the converged solution when
the residual of energy was less than 10−6 and continuity and turbulence resid-
uals less than 10−5.
To handle density variation (due to temperature) and compressibility of the
flow the Boussinesq approach and ideal gas law were both applied. The
Boussinesq approximation’s (Equation 4.2 left) advantage over the ideal gas
law (Equation 4.2 right) is the modest computational requirement.
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ρ = ρ0β(T − T0)g, ρ = pop − pR
M
T
, (4.2)
where ρ is the gas density; β is the thermal expansion coefficient; T is the
temperature; T0 is the operating temperature; g = 9.81m/s
2 is the grav-
itational acceleration; pop is the operating pressure; p is the local relative
pressure; R is the gas constant and M is the molecular mass of the gas.
The calculated enthalpy fields can be seen in Figure 4.19 and in Figure 4.20
in case of Boussinesq approach and ideal gas law, respectively.
The differences of the obtained results are significant between the two ap-
proaches. However both take into account the buoyancy effects, the Boussi-
nesq model does not handle the large temperature variations accurately,
which leads to the underestimation of buoyant forces. For further calcula-
tions, the ideal gas law was applied.
The presence of the filled ladle affects the spatial temperature distribution in
the factory, however the temperature remains sufficiently low on the working
area (Figure 4.21).
The main outcome of the preliminary studies was the evaluation of the addi-
tional system’s efficiency. Figure 4.23 clearly demonstrates the low efficiency
Figure 4.19: Contours of enthalpy (colormap is scaled in J/kg) calculated with the Boussi-
nesq approach on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross sections (without
ladle).
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of the system; only the leftmost nine of the thirty holes work and at farther
position, the flow below the evacuation system is stagnating. Consequently,
this region can be eliminated from further studies.
Figure 4.20: Contours of enthalpy (colormap is scaled in J/kg) calculated with the ideal
gas law on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross sections (without ladle).
Figure 4.21: Contours of enthalpy (colormap is scaled in J/kg)in the presence of filled
ladle on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross sections (without ladle).
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Figure 4.22: Longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross sections of the elephant house
with ladle. (Vector sizes are proportional to the gas velocity and colored by temperature
[K]).
Figure 4.23: Contours of the velocity field at the additional evacuation system. The
colormap is scaled in m/s.
4.2.2 Case study
After geometry and boundary condition modifications, based on the prelim-
inary studies, experimental measurements and observations in the factory,
the simulations of the elephant house were carried out with both steady-state
and transient solvers.
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4.2.2.1 Outer tubes
The typical calculation time of tube’s simulation was 10 minutes using a
2.4GHz, 4GB ram, dual-core four-way multi-task processor (Intel i5). In
Figure 4.24 it can be seen that the highest discharge occurs in the leftmost
tube Q1 = 411984m
3/h, while the discharge from the central section is
Q2 = 180576m
3/h and in the rightmost lateral section is Q3 = 351108m
3/h.
These values were implemented for the boundary conditions of the canopy
hood’s outlets (Table 3.10) during the simulation of the elephant house.
The T-junctions are sources of recirculations and also elevate the turbulence
intensity which reduce the overall efficiency of the evacuation system. Figure
4.27 shows the recirculation that appears at the leftmost T-junction; the
figure also clearly shows that the T-junction is the source of the turbulence.
Figure 4.24: Velocity vector field in the tubes of the evacuation system. The colormap is
scaled in m/s.
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Figure 4.25: Velocity vectors colored by total pressure [Pa] in the tubes of the evacuation
system.
Figure 4.26: Velocity vectors colored by temperature [K] in the tubes of the evacuation
system.
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Figure 4.27: Velocity vectors colored by velocity [m/s] (left) and 3D spatial distribution
of turbulence intensity [-] (right) at the leftmost T-junction of the outer tube.
4.2.2.2 Elephant house
4.2.2.2.1 Steady simulation
The steady-state simulation with the modified elephant house geometry
and mesh took typically 4 hours using a 4 processor, 3GHz, 16GBRAM
computer, which is considerably shorter time compare to the computational
time during the preliminary studies.
Calculations show that the fumes, originated from the furnace, partially dis-
perse in the factory’s ambient (Figure 4.28). However, the hot gases are
mainly captured and withdrawn by the canopy hood, considerable amount
of fume remains and accumulates in the melt shop.
The crane and its accessories do not help the smoothness of the flow and act
as a barrier that must be dodged by the generated buoyant plume. The tur-
bulence intensity also increases close to the crane’s parts (Figure 4.29). The
additional evacuation system does not operate during the charging phase,
in order to reach the maximum discharge from the canopy hood.
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Figure 4.29: 3D spatial distribution of turbulence intensity [-] in the factory.
Figure 4.28: Stream lines of fumes released from the furnace. The colormap shows the
residence time [s].
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Figure 4.30: Spatial temperature distribution on the longitudinal (left) and transversal
(right) cross sections of the factory. The colormap is scaled in Kelvin.
Figure 4.31: Density distribution on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross
sections of the factory. The colormap is scaled in kg/m3.
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Figure 4.32: Velocity field on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross sections
of the factory. The colormap is scaled in m/s.
Figure 4.33: Temperature values on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross
sections of the factory. The y-axis is scaled in Kelvin.
4.2.2.2.2 Transient simulation
For transient simulations, fully implicit solver was used therefore the
proper Courant (CFL) number is not criteria of the calculation’s stability
and convergence, however the CFL value indicates the proper time step
should be imposed to capture the transient nature of the flows. The CFL
number is a dimensionless number and defined as:
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CFL =
∆t
∆xcell/vfluid
,
where ∆t is the time step size, ∆xcell is the cell size and vfluid is the
velocity of the fluid flow. To ensure the appropriate time step size, the
CFL number was ∼ 1 at the beginning of the calculation process and never
exceeded 60.
For this reason 10−3 s initial time step size was used that was increased
gradually up to 0.1 s as the calculation proceeded. The typical observed
charging time in the simulated factory was between 15 s and 20 s, therefore
the transient simulations were carried out until 20 s.
The initial conditions for the transient simulations were provided by the
steady-state simulation of the factory with closed furnace. Consequently, all
the boundary conditions were the same as in the previous sets of simulation
(Table 3.10) except the boundary condition that represents the furnace;
the mass-flow rate was set to zero. When the boundary condition, which
represents the charging of the furnace, was imposed a pressure blast wave
occurred. The propagation of the wave can be seen in Figure 4.34. The
velocity of the wave’s propagation is the speed sound and the lower pressure
zone after the blast can also be seen.
The calculated pressure distributions by the standard κ-ε and LES tur-
bulence models are similar, however the LES model calculated considerably
higher pressure value in the core of the shock wave (4.4 kPa against 3.0 kPa).
While the propagation velocities are the same, the predicted pressure distri-
butions are different; the LES model estimates significantly sharper pressure
wave and the lower pressure region inside the pressure sphere has different
profile.
The temperature distribution in the factory was monitored after 10 s and
20 s in order to examine whether the steady-state is established within these
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Figure 4.34: The total pressure field calculated with standard κ-ε (left) and LES (right)
turbulence models on the longitudinal cross section of the factory at the beginning of
the charging. The time scales are 0 s, 0.01 s, 0.02 s and 0.03 s from top to bottom. The
colormaps are scaled in Pa.
time periods. In Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36 the temperature values on both
longitudinal and transversal cross section of the factory are depicted in case
of steady and transient simulations. The results reveal that temperature val-
ues far from the furnace are significantly lower with transient simulations,
while the temperature near by the furnace shows evanescent discrepancy.
The calculated temperature values on the transversal cross section of the
factory at 1 s, 2 s, 5 s, 10 s and 20 s were compared using the standard κ-ε
and the LES turbulence models (Figure 4.37). The results show vanishing
discrepancy between the estimated temperature distribution by the two tur-
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bulence models.
The spatial temperature distributions are shown in Figure 4.38 and Figure
4.39 calculated with the transient standard κ-ε and LES turbulence models
compared to steady-state simulation results. However, differences in the pre-
dicted temperature distribution can be distinguished in local regions (above
the ladle and around the crane) using different turbulent models for transient
simulation, the global temperature distributions are very similar.
Figure 4.35: Temperature values on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross
sections of the factory in case of steady and transient simulations, calculated with the
standard κ-ε turbulence model. The y-axis is scaled in Kelvin.
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Figure 4.36: Temperature values on the longitudinal (left) and transversal (right) cross
sections of the factory in case of steady and transient simulations, calculated with the
LES turbulence model. The y-axis is scaled in Kelvin.
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Figure 4.37: Temperature values on the transversal cross section of the factory. The
y-axis is scaled in Kelvin.
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Figure 4.38: Calculated temperature distribution with the standard κ-ε turbulence model
on the longitudinal cross section of the factory in case of steady and transient simulations.
The colormap is scaled in Kelvin.
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Figure 4.39: Calculated temperature distribution with the LES turbulence model on the
longitudinal cross section of the factory in case of steady and transient simulations. The
colormap is scaled in Kelvin.
The temperature at the outlets of the canopy hood can be compared to
the measured data in the elbow (see Figure 3.14). The measured and calcu-
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lated data for both steady and transient simulations can be seen in Table 4.5.
It can be concluded, that the steady-state simulation with standard κ-ε tur-
bulence model overpredicts the temperature at each outlet of the canopy
hood, however provides the most accurate temperature values comparing to
the measured data. In case of transient simulations with standard κ-ε and
LES turbulence closures, the temperature values are significantly lower after
both 10 and 20 seconds.
For transient simulations significantly higher computational cost is required,
which is especially true for the more sophisticated LES turbulence model
(typical CPU time was ∼ 48h). The post-processing and data evaluation
from transient simulations require demanding efforts compare to the steady-
state simulations. The advantage of the application of transient simulation
is the possibility to evaluate the unsteady fluid motions in the factory and
the temporal fume storage in the canopy hood, however for practical engi-
neering applications the steady-state simulation of the charging phase can
provide the necessary information about the temperature distribution, re-
circulating and stagnating zones and the stream lines of the fumes that is a
good indicator of the capturing ability of the evacuation system. In case of
steady-state simulations, the over prediction of the temperature far from the
furnace is a feasible risk, however, these results can be handled as a worst
scenario.
The differences of the simulated and measured temperature values at the out-
let can be induced by the inaccurate boundary conditions (furnace, doors).
Table 4.5: Comparison of measured and calculated temperatures at the outlets of the
canopy hoods. SKE denotes the standard κ-ε turbulence model.
Measured Steady (SKE) 10 s (SKE) 20 s (SKE) 10 s (LES) 20 s (LES)
Out1 418K 476K 348K 399K 371K 387K
Out2 479K 496K 387K 434K 381K 448K
Out3 423K 459K 320K 362K 320K 349K
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Furthermore, the walls of the studied factory contain countless small open-
ings and gaps due to imperfect sealing, which sum up in a large extra opening
but cannot be simulated due to discretization reasons.
4.2.3 Possible secondary caption enhancement considerations
The simulation of the secondary evacuation system revealed several points
of the geometry that do not help the efficient way of capturing and with-
drawing the hot fumes.
The inefficient nature of the additional evacuation system has been high-
lighted in section 4.2.1 and is clearly shown in Figure 4.23.
The deflection wall in the canopy hood generates turbulence and causes large
pressure drop Figure 4.40. The harmful nature of the applied deflection wall
is lying on its orientation; i.e., it is almost perpendicular to the flows. If the
deflection wall was aligned to the flow motion (Figure 4.41 right), the pres-
sure drop would be lower, while the recirculation of the fumes in the canopy
was still suppressed and the fumes were conveyed directly to the outlets.
The outer tube system causes several efficiency losses due to its structure:
(i) the diameter of the conduit changes several times along the tube sys-
tem. Both the reduction and the enlargement of the diameter (Figure 4.42)
Figure 4.40: The turbulence intensity [−] (left) and total pressure [Pa] (right) in the
transversal cross section of the factory at the Out3 of the canopy hood.
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Figure 4.41: The original (left) and the proposed (right) deflection wall.
produce energy dissipation. When the fluid accelerates through a restriction
the pressure decreases; the laminar boundary layer remains adherent to the
walls and its thickness tends to decrease leading to energy losses.
Due to the enlargement, the fluid’s motion decelerates and an adverse pres-
sure gradient occurs leading to the detachment of the boundary layer and
the separation of the stream from the wall that causes energy dissipation;
(ii) the hot fumes coming from the different sections of the canopy hood
and from the additional evacuation system are merged in confluences (Figure
4.43). The velocities of the gases are different at each tube before merging,
therefore the flow with higher velocity delivers a part of its kinetic energy
to the slower one. This also leads to energy dissipation;
(iii) the fluid inside the tube system is subjected to change its direction
in several bending and elbows where, due to the separated streams, energy
Figure 4.42: Schematic views of restriction (left) and enlargement (right) and their effect
on the fluid motion.
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Figure 4.43: Schematic view of the confluence.
dissipation occurs.
To avoid separated flows, which always causes energy dissipation, the abrupt
change of the direction must be avoided in elbows with possible reduction
of the angle (α in Figure 4.44). Further solution to reduce the energy loss
due to bending and elbows is to add series of thin, curved fins or even
shaped profiles (Figure 4.45). The mounted fins can significantly reduce the
agitation of the fluid motion downstream the elbow, resulting a laminar flow
with uniform velocity distribution.
The outer tubes contain all the above mentioned geometries (restriction, en-
Figure 4.44: Schematic views of the bending and elbow and their effect on the fluid
motion.
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Figure 4.45: Possible fin configurations in the elbow.
largement, confluences and elbows) which together result in large pressure
drop along the pipes. The T-junctions of the tree ducts, coming from the
canopy hood, is a crucial point of energy loss. For reducing the energy dissi-
pation the ducts should be inclined and the angle of connection was reduced
(Figure 4.46). The efficiency was even higher if the velocity of the merging
flows was equal.
The location of the enlargements in the main tube should be moved down-
stream from the confluences. Moreover, for less energy dissipation the width
of the main tube should be enlarged corresponding to the confluencing pipes
(Figure 4.46).
As a result, the pressure drop downstream the canopy hood’s outlets is large
(Figure 4.47).
Since the imposed power of the fan, to achieve the required volume discharge,
is proportional to the primitive pressure drop the energy consumption of the
secondary capture system is unnecessarily high.
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Figure 4.46: The original (upper) and the proposed (bottom) geometries of the tube
connecting the canopy hood and the additional evacuation system to the fan.
Figure 4.47: The total pressure [Pa] distribution on the longitudinal cross section of the
main tube.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The requirements of steel production are often expected to increase during
the life cycle of the factory; to treat the resulting increased fumes emissions,
a sort of brute-force approach is followed by steelmaking practitioners, which
is based on increasing both the fan power and the filter baghouse. This, in
turn, has an impact on the size of the gap useful to merge ambient air with
exhaust fumes; nowadays the gap size is chosen by trial and error. As a
more efficient alternative, it is desirable to set up a CFD simulation model
that is capable of capturing the essential thermal fluid dynamics features of
fumes evacuation.
The main purpose of this work is to study the impact of the gap size on the
fumes evacuation through the PCC. In spite of the great care lavished to ob-
tain accurate (realistic) numerical simulations, the results presented in this
study, strictly speaking, should still be appreciated from a qualitative point
of view due to the lack of informations about the exact boundary conditions
to be imposed. The present work focuses on exploring a variety of poten-
tially feasible boundary conditions and on checking their impact on relevant
variables, the final aim being to uncover a possible optimization of the whole
evacuation process. Even though the present results are fairly linked to the
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assumed boundary conditions and to the assumed PCC model geometry, yet
we trust some conclusions can still be positively deduced. These are:
(i) the position of the reacting zone is at the very beginning of the PCC; as
the opening coefficient reaches ζ exceeds 0.52, the conversion of hydrogen
and carbon monoxide is complete;
(ii) there is not a unique value for the opening coefficient to optimize the
process as a whole; rather the range 0.40 < ζ < 0.52 seems the most ser-
viceable, depending on the relevant function of choice. The process of fumes
evacuation needs an optimization analysis, which is beyond the reach of the
present study;
(iii) the adopted PCC model geometry revealed a variety of inefficiencies;
the most important improvement deals with the alignment of the two merg-
ing streams (the gap flow and the inlet flow), which allows for a remarkable
50 % reduction of the fan power;
(iv) although the 3D computational effort is huge, the potentiality of faster
2D simulation has been ascertained.
The aim of the secondary line’s simulation was to predict the capturing
and withdrawing efficiency of the canopy hood. The boundary conditions of
the openings (doors and outlets) was imposed according to measured data
and the boundary condition for representing the fire plume due to charging
was based on literature data. The simulations of the secondary evacuation
system and its conduits revealed that several parts call for modifications in
order to decrease the primitive pressure drop and enhance the efficiency:
the orientation of the deflection wall in the canopy hood, the low efficiency
of the additional evacuation system and the enlargements, restriction and
confluences in the conduits. All these weaknesses of the evacuation system’s
design leads to lower capturing ability.
The differences of the predicted temperature distribution and pressure field
between steady-state and transient simulations were also shown and con-
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cluded that, however, the temperature is over predicted using steady-state
simulation, for practical engineering point of view the steady-state solver
can provide sufficient information about the secondary evacuation system.
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Appendix A
Appendix
Table A.1: Reaction rate constants are given for the form k = A·Tn·e(−Ea/(RT )).
Reaction A [mol/1/s/K] n Ea [cal/mol]
1 H +O2 = OH +O 2.21 · 1011 0 16650
2 O +H2 = OH +H 4.33 · 1010 0 10000
3 H +O2 + [M ] = HO2 + [M ] 4.65 · 109 −0.8 0
Low-pressure limit: 7.00 · 1011 0.4 0
Troe parameters: 0.5, 10−30, 1030, -1
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 18.0, H2 = 2.5, N2 = 1.26, O2 = 0.0,
CO = 1.2, CO2 = 2.4
4 H +O2 +O2 = HO2 +O2 8.90 · 1008 0 −2822
5 OH +HO2 = H2O +O2 5.00 · 1010 0 1000
6 H +HO2 = OH +OH 3.25 · 1010 0 0
7 O +HO2 = O2 +OH 3.25 · 1010 0 0
8 OH +OH = O +H2O 7.36 · 1009 0 1100
9 H2 + [M ] = H +H + [M ] 2.23 · 1011 0 96081
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 12.0, H2 = 2.5, CO = 1.9, CO2 = 3.8
10 O2 + [M ] = O +O + [M ] 1.55 · 1011 0 115120
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 12.0, H2 = 2.5, CO = 1.9, CO2 = 3.8
11 H +OH + [M ] = H2O + [M ] 4.50 · 1016 −2 0
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 16.0, H2 = 2.0, CO2 = 1.9
12 H +HO2 = H2 +O2 2.50 · 1010 0 700
13 HO2 +HO2 = H2O2 +O2 2.11 · 1009 0 0
14 OH +OH + [M ] = H2O2 + [M ] 7.40 · 1010 −0.37 0
Low-pressure limit: 2.30 · 1012 −0.9 -1700
Troe parameters: 0.7346, 94.00, 1756, 5182
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 6.0, H2 = 2.0, CO = 1.5, CO2 = 2.0
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15 O +OH + [M ] = HO2 + [M ] 1.00 · 1010 0 0
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 1.0, H2 = 1.0, N2 = 1.0, O2 = 0.0,
CO = 1.0, CO2 = 1.0
16 O2 + CO = CO2 +O 2.53 · 109 0 47700
17 O2 +HCO = HO2 + CO 1.00 · 1012 0 0
18 CO +O + [M ] = CO2 + [M ] 9.64 · 1011 0 3800
Low-pressure limit: 2.07 · 1020 −3.34 7610
Troe parameters: 1, 1, 1, 1
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 12.0, H2 = 2.0, CO = 1.5, CO2 = 2.0
19 CO +OH = CO2 +H 9.60 · 1008 0.14 7352
7.32 · 1007 0.03 −16
20 CO +HO2 = CO2 +OH 3.01 · 1010 0 23000
21 CO +H2O = CO2 +H2 2.00 · 1008 0 38000
22 HCO + [M ] = CO +H + [M ] 1.20 · 1014 −1 17000
Third-body efficiencies: H2O = 5.0, H2 = 1.9, CO = 1.5, CO2 = 3.0
23 HCO +O = CO2 +H 3.00 · 1010 0 0
24 HCO +H = H2 + CO 1.00 · 1011 0 0
25 HCO +OH = H2O + CO 5.00 · 1010 0 0
26 HCO +HO2 = H2O2 + CO 4.00 · 1008 0 0
27 HCO +HO2→ H +OH + CO2 3.00 · 1010 0 0
28 H +H2O = H2 +OH 4.00 · 1007 1 19000
29 H2O2 +H = H2O +OH 2.41 · 1010 0 3970
30 H2O2 +H = H2 +HO2 6.03 · 1010 0 7950
31 H +H2 → H2 +H 3.369 · 1004 2.0 7658.60
32 OH +H2O → H2O +OH 3.994 · 1003 2.0 2223.39
33 HO2 +H2O → H2O2 +OH 5.388 · 1003 2.0 28780.05
34 OH +H2O2 → H2O +HO2 3.195 · 1006 2.0 −4169.95
35 O +H2O2→ OH +HO2 1.083 · 1003 2.0 −1657.32
36 HO2 +H2O2 → H2O2 +HO2 4.310 · 1001 2.0 5529.49
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Table A.2: Thermodynamical data of the considered species in the detailed
reaction mechanism. The units are cal/(molK) for S and cp and kcal/mol for
∆Hf .
Species ∆Hf S cp (300K) cp (1000K) cp (2000K)
N2 0 45.816 6.949 7.830 8.601
H2 0 31.256 6.902 7.209 8.183
O2 0 49.050 7.010 8.350 9.032
H2O −57.800 45.154 7.999 9.875 12.224
H2O2 −32.530 55.725 10.416 15.213 17.878
OH 8.910 43.978 6.947 7.341 8.213
H 52.099 27.422 4.968 4.968 4.968
O 59.560 38.500 5.232 4.999 4.976
HO2 3.000 54.809 8.349 11.380 13.321
CO −26.420 −26.406 47.259 6.950 7.948
CO2 −94.061 −94.010 51.140 8.910 12.993
HCO 10.401 10.395 53.716 8.245 11.521
